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�;��� -.�� 
 

Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969) �� �����	
 

 

 2| Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 2 �� �����	
।Customs Act, 

1969 (Act No. IV of 1969), ���� ��  Act ����� �����, ��  section 2 �� – 
 

(�) clause (iii) �� �� �
��� �
 clause (iiii) ������� ����,  !�: 
  

“(iiii) “customs inland-water  container terminal” means 
any place declared under section 9 as a customs 
inland-water  container terminal;” ��� 

 

(�) clause (k) �� �����# �
��� clause (k) $�%��� ����,  !�: 
 

“(k)   “customs station” means any customs port, customs 

airport, land customs stations, customs inland-water  

container terminal or such other place as may be 

declared, from time to time, under section 9;”। 

 3। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 2A �� ������।�� Act �� 

section 2 �� �� �
��� �
  section 2A ������� ����,  !�: 

“2A. Act to override other laws.Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other law for the time being in force, or any other legal 

instrument having the force of law, the provisions of this Act  shall have 

the effect.”। 

 4। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 6 �� $�%��
।�� Act ��  

section 6 �� �����# �
��� section 6 $�%��� ����,  !�: 

 “6. Entrustment of functions of customs officers to certain 

other officers.(1) The Board may, by an official order, entrust, 

conditionally or unconditionally, any function of an officer of customs 

under this Act to any other officer of the Government. 

 

 (2) No officer entrusted with any function of an officer of customs 

under sub-section (1) shall interfere in any manner in the performance of 

any function by an officer of customs in places notified under section 9.”।  
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5। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 9 �� �����	
।�� Act �� section 

9 �� 

(�) clause (b) ��  �H�D� “customs-inland container depot” �JK�� ' 

�&�L� �� “or customs inland-water container terminal” �JK�� ' 

�&L ��M���� ���; �� 

(�) clause (c) ��  �H�D� “any land customs station” �JK��� �� “or 

customs stations” �JK�� ��M���� ���।  
  

6। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 18 �� �������। O Act �� section 

18 �� 

 

(�) sub-section (2) ��  �H�D� “not exceeding” �JK��� �� “two 
times of” �JK�� ��M���� ���; 

(D) sub-section (2) �� &�'�� (Explanation)  �H�D� “not exceed” 
�JK���  �� “two times of” �JK�� ��M���� ���। 

 

 7। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 115 �� �������। O Act �� 
section 115 �� proviso ��  �H�D� “two” �JP� �����
 “three” �JP ���Q���� 
���। 
 

 8। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 129 �� �������। O Act �� 

section 129 �� ��S�Q� T�U� (.) �� �����
 ����� (:) ���Q���� ��� �� -�W�� 

�����O  proviso ��M���� ���, �	�: 
 

 “Provided that such transit shall be subject to the submission of a 

guarantee or security for goods in transit as a surety for customs duties and 

other taxes chargeable thereon.”। 
 

 9। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 129A �� ������। O Act �� 

section 129 �� �� �
��� �
  section 129A ��M���� ���, �	�: 

 

 “129A. Cost of Transit.Fees as cost of services for goods and 

vehicles in transit across Bangladesh to a foreign territory may be levied at 

such rates as the Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, 

prescribe.”। 
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 10। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 156 �� �����	
।�� Act �� 

section 156 �� 

(�) sub-section (1) �� TABLE �� item 59 �� ������ ���% (1) � 

 �H�D� “or remove from the warehouse,” �JK�� ' �%� �[3 
���; 

(D) sub-section (4) �� �� �
��� �
 sub-section (5) ��� ��( 

����,  !�: 
 

“(5) An appropriate officer of customs may inquire into or 

investigate any offence under this Act, and such officer, 

while conducting inquiry or investigation, may exercise any 

of the powers of a Sub-Inspector of Police and follow the 

procedures as laid down in the Code of Criminal Procedure, 

1898.”। 
 

 11। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 193A �� �����	
।�� Act �� 

section 193A �� sub-section (5) �� �� �
��� �
 sub-sections (6), (7) ) (8) 

��� ��( ����,  !�: 
 

“(6) The Commissioner (Appeal) shall dispose of the 

appeal within two years from the date of receipt thereof. 
 

  (7) If the Commissioner (Appeal) fails to dispose of the 

appeal within the time specified in sub-section (6), the Board may, 

upon a request made by the Commissioner (Appeal), extend that 

period not exceeding 6 (six) months. 

 

  (8)  If the appeal is not disposed of within the extended  

time specified in sub-section (7), the appeal shall be deemed to 

have been allowed. ”। 
 

 12। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 196A �� �����	
।�� Act �� 

section 196A �� sub-section (3) ��  �H�D� “is communicated to the 

Commissioner of Customs” �JK��� �����
 “is received by the 

Commissioner of Customs” �*+�� $�%��� ����। 
 

 13। Act No. IV of 1969 �� Section 219 �� �����	
।�� Act �� 

section 219 �� sub-section (4) ��,- ����|  
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 14। Act No. IV of 1969 �� section 219A �� �����	
।�� Act �� 

section 219 �� sub-section (2) �� ����� “thirty” �JP� �����
 “forty five” 
�JK�� ���Q���� ���। 

 15।  Act No. IV of 1969 �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� ���Q���। O 
Act �� “FIRST SCHEDULE” �� �����
 �� ����� �]���-1 �  �H�D�  

“FIRST SCHEDULE” (_	�:�� `�a�) ���Q���� ���।  
 

@��� -.�� 
 

Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �� ������� 
 

 16। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 2 �� �����	
। 

Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984), -�W��  O 

Ordinance ����  �H�D�, section 2 ��- 
 

(�)   clause (7) �� sub-clause (a) �� �� �
��� �
 sub-clause (aa) 

������� ����,  !�: 
 

  “(aa) every person by whom a minimum tax is payable 

under this Ordinance;”; 
 

 (�) clause (34) �� �����# �
��� clause (34) $�%��� ����,  !�: 
 

“(34) “income” includes  

 

(a) any income, receipts, profits or gains, from whatever 

source derived, chargeable to tax under any 

provision of this Ordinance;  
 

(b) any amount which is subject to collection or 

deduction of tax at source under any provision of this 

Ordinance; 
 

(c) any loss of such income, profits or gains; 
 

(d) the profits and gains of any business of insurance 

carried on by a mutual insurance association 

computed in accordance with paragraph 8 of the 

Fourth Schedule; 
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(e) any sum deemed to be income, or any income 

accruing or arising or received, or deemed to accrue 

or arise or be received in Bangladesh under any 

provision of this Ordinance; 
 

(f) any amount on which a tax is imposed; 

(g) any amount which is treated as income under any 

provision of this Ordinance;”; 

(3)  clause (35) ��-  
(A) sub-clause (f) �� “financial institution” �*+��� �� “or 

any subsidiary thereof” �*+�� ������� ����; 
(Av) sub-clause (g) �� $�5�% 6��7����
 (;) �� �����# 6���
 

(:) $�%��� ���� ��� ���� �
��� �
 proviso ������� 

����,  !�: 
“Provided that the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes 

may allow a different financial year for a company 

which is a subsidiary or holding company of a parent 

company incorporated outside Bangladesh if such 

company requires to follow a different financial year 

for the purpose of consolidation of its accounts with 

the parent company;”; 
 

(8)  clause (46) �� �����# �
��� clauses (46) ��� (46A) $�%��� 

����,  !�: 
 

“(46) “person” includes an individual, a firm, an association 

of persons, a Hindu undivided family, a trust, a fund, a 

local authority, a company, an entity and every other 

artificial juridical person; 

 

(46A) “person with disability” means an individual 

registered as $��9: &�� (person with disability) under 

section 31 of ���b� A�O� -����� ' c�2� ���, 2013 (2013 
���� 39 �� ���);”; 
 

(;)   clause (48) �� sub-clause (a) �� “managing director,” �*+�� 

) �7� �� �� “chief executive officer,” �*+�� ) �7� ������� 
����; 
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(<)  clause (62) �� �� �
��� clause (62A) ������� ����,  !�: 
 

“(62A) “Tax Day” means 

 

(i) in the case of an assessee other than a company, 

the thirtieth day of November following the end 

of the income year; 
 

(ii) in the case of a company, the fifteenth day of the 

seventh month following the end of the income 

year; 

(iii) the next working day following the Tax Day if 

the day mentioned in sub-clauses (i) and (ii) is a 

public holiday; ।”    
 

17। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 11 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 11 �� sub-section (3) �� clause (iii) �� 

“a Commissioner of Taxes” �*+��� �� “having at least one year experience 

as a Commissioner” �*+�� ������� ���� । 

 18। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� sections 16B,  16BB ��� 

16BBB �� $�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 16B �� �����# �
��� 

sections 16B, 16BB ��� 16BBB $�%��� ����,  !�: 
 

“16B. Charge of additional tax.Notwithstanding anything 

contained in any other provision of this Ordinance, where any person 

employs or allows, without prior approval of the Board of Investment 

or any competent authority of the Government, as the case may be, any 

individual not being a Bangladeshi citizen to work at his business or 

profession at any time during the income year, such person shall be 

charged additional tax at the rate of fifty percent (50%) of the tax 

payable on his income or taka five lakh, whichever is higher in 

addition to tax payable under this Ordinance. 

 

16BB. Charge of additional amount, etc.Where under the 

provisions of this Ordinance any interest, amount or any other sum, by 

whatever name called, is to be charged in addition to tax, it shall be 

charged, levied, paid and collected accordingly. 
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16BBB. Charge of minimum tax. Where under the provisions of 

this Ordinance any minimum tax is to be charged, it shall be charged, 

levied, paid and collected accordingly.”। 
 

 19।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 16C �� 

������।�� Ordinance �� section 16C ��,- ����। 
 

20।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 16CCC �� 

������।�� Ordinance �� section 16CCC ��,- ���� । 
 

21।   Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 19 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 19 ��  
 

(�) sub-section (11) �� proviso �� $�5�% 6��7����
 �� �����# 

6���
 $�%��� ���� ��� ���� �
��� �
 proviso ��� ��( 

����,  !�: 
 

“Provided further that the provisions of this sub-section 

shall not apply in case of a benefit or advantage, of an 

assessee being an individual, not exceeding taka ten lakh 

resulting from the waiver of margin loan or interest thereof 

by a holder of Trading Right Entitlement Certificate 

(TREC) as defined under �d�&�e� �f�% gh������(�� ���, 

2013 (2013 ���� 15 �� ���) in respect of the assessee’s 

investment in shares, debentures, mutual funds or securities 

transacted in the stock exchange;”; 
 

(�) sub-section (29) �� “which has not been paid in the 

following year in which such purchase was made, shall be 

deemed to be the income of the assessee for that income 

year classifiable under the head "Income from other 

sources”” �*+��, �7� ) �<>+��� �����# “which has not been 

paid within two years from the end of the income year in 

which the purchase was made, shall be deemed to be the 

income of the assessee for the income year immediately 

following the expiry of the said two years and be 

classifiable under the head "Income from other sources”” 
�*+��, �7� ) �<>+�� $�%��� ���� ।  
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22। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 30 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 30 �� 
 

(�) clause (aa) �� 

(-)  “and #i �����(� �� (value-added tax) thereon has 

not been collected or deducted and credited in 

accordance with the provisions of #i �����(� �� 

���, 1991 (1991 ���� 22 �� ���)” �JK��, �%� ' 

b��K�� �[3 ���; 

(�) �� ���+� clause (aaa) ��M���� ���, �	�: 

“(aaa) any payment by way of salary to an 

employee if the employee is required to obtain a 

twelve-digit Taxpayer’s Identification Number 

under the provisions of this Ordinance but fails to 

obtain the same at the time of making such 

payment;”; 
 

(D) clause (e) �� “four lakh and fifty thousand” �JK��� �����
 

“four lakh and seventy five thousand and to any employee 

who is a person with disability, as exceeds taka twenty five 

lakh” �JK�� ' �%� ���Q���� ���; 

(j) clause (k) �� “one percent” �JK��� �����
 “one point two 

five percent (1.25%)” �JK��, ��k�K��, b��K�� ' �&LK�� 

���Q���� ��� ।  
 

23।   Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 35 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 35 �� sub-section (3) �� “the accounts are 

maintained according to the Bangladesh Accounting Standard (BAS) and 

reported in accordance with the Bangladesh Financial Reporting Standard 

(BFRS)” �*+��, �9
:+�� ) �*-���?�+��� �����# “the accounts are 

maintained and the statements are prepared and reported in accordance 

with the Bangladesh Accounting Standards (BAS) and the Bangladesh 

Financial Reporting Standards (BFRS), and are audited in accordance with 

the Bangladesh Standards on Auditing (BSA)” �*+��, �9
:+�� ) �*-

���?�+�� $�%��� ���� ।  
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24। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 37 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 37 �� <@! # proviso �� “cigarette” ��J� 

�� “, bidi, zarda, chewing tobacco, gul or any other smokeless tobacco or 

tobacco products” �JK�� ' �%�K�� ��M���� ���। 

 

 25। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 44 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 44 ��  

(�) sub-section (2) �� clause (b) �� �����# �
��� clauses (b) ��� (c) 

$�%���  ����,  !�: 
 

“(b)  an assessee, being a resident or a non-resident Bangladeshi, 

shall be entitled to a credit from the amount of tax payable on his 

total income of the following amount: 

 

Total income Amount of credit 

(i) if the total income does 

not exceed taka ten lakh 

15% of the eligible amount;  

(ii) if the total income 

exceeds taka ten lakh but 

does not exceed taka thirty 

lakh 

(i) 15% of the first two lakh 

fifty thousand of the eligible 

amount; and 

(ii) 12% on the rest of the 

eligible amount; 

(iii) if the total income 

exceeds taka thirty  lakh 

(i) 15% of the first two lakh 

fifty thousand of the eligible 

amount; and 

(ii) 12% of the next five lakh 

of the eligible amount; and  

(iii) 10% on the rest of the 

eligible amount; 

 

(c)  the “eligible amount” mentioned in clause (b) shall be the 

lesser of 

(i) the sums specified in all paragraphs excluding 

paragraphs 15 and 16 of Part B of the Sixth 

Schedule; or 
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(ii) 25% of the total income excluding any income for 

which a tax exemption or a reduced rate is 

applicable under sub-section (4) of section 44 or 

any income from any source or sources mentioned 

in clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 82C; or 

 

(iii) one crore and fifty lakh taka.”; 
 

(�) sub-section (3) ��,- ����; 
 

(3) sub-section (4) �� �� �
��� sub-section (5) ��� ��( ����, 

 !�: 

“(5) Notwithstanding anything contained in clause (b) of sub-

section (4) or any other section in Chapter VI  

 

(a) the income of a person for the relevant income year 

shall not be 

(i) exempted from tax; or 

(ii) be subject to reduced rate of tax; 

in an assessment year if the person fails to submit the 

return of income, as required under section 75; 

 

(b) any disallowance of expenditure under section 30, in 

calculating the income of a source or of a person that is 

exempted from tax or is subject to a reduced rate of tax, 

shall be treated as income for that source or of that 

person, as the case may be, and tax shall be payable on 

such income at the regular rate.”। 
 

26। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 49 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 49 �� sub-section (1) Gi clause (o) �� 

�� �
��� clause(oo) ������� ����,  !�: 

“(oo). income dierived on account of payment from workers’ 

participation fund.Ó 
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27। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 51 �� 

$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 51 �� �����# �
��� section 51 $�%��� 

����,  !�: 
“51. Deduction at source from interest or profit on securities.(1) 

Any person responsible for issuing a security of the government or a 
security approved by the Government, income of which is classifiable 
under the head "Interest on securities", shall collect, unless the 
Government otherwise directs, income tax at the rate of five percent 
(5%) upfront on interest or discount receivable on maturity on such 
security. 

 
(2) If the security mentioned in sub-section (1) is a security based on 
Islamic principles, income tax shall be deducted or collected at the rate 
of five percent (5%) on profit or discount at the time of payment or 
credit, whichever is earlier.  
 
(3) Income tax shall not be collected or deducted at source if the 
security mentioned in sub-section (1) is a Treasury bond or Treasury 
bill issued by the Government.”। 

 

 28। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� sections 52, 52A ��� 

52AA �� $�%��
।�� Ordinance �� sections 52, 52A ��� 52AA �� 

�����# �
��� sections 52, 52A ��� 52AA $�%��� ����,  !�: 

“52. Deduction from payment to contractors, etc.(1) Where any 

payment is to be made by a specified person to a resident on account 

of 
(a)  execution of a contract, other than a contract for providing or 

rendering a service mentioned in any other section of Chapter 
VII; 

(b) supply of goods;  
(c) manufacture, process or conversion;   
(d)  printing, packaging or binding; 

 
the person responsible for making the payment shall, at the time of 
making such payment, deduct tax at such rate, not exceeding ten 
percent (10%) of the base amount, as may be prescribed: 
 
 Provided that the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if 
the payee does not have the twelve-digit Taxpayer’s Identification 
Number at the time of making the payment.  
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(2) In this section 

 

(a) the specified person means 
 

(i) the Government, or any authority, corporation or body of 

the Government, including its units, the activities of which 

are authorised by any Act, Ordinance, Order or instrument 

having the force of law in Bangladesh; 

 

(ii) a project, programme or activity where the Government 

has any financial or operational involvement; 

 

(iii) a joint venture or a consortium; 

 

(iv) a company as defined in clause (20) of section 2 of this 

Ordinance; 
 

(v) a co-operative bank; 

(vi) a co-operative society; 

 

(vii) a financial institution; 

 

(viii) a Non-Government Organisation registered with the NGO 

Affairs Bureau; 

 

(ix) a school, a college, an institute or a university; 

 

(x) a hospital, a clinic or a diagnostic centre; 

 

(xi) a trust or a fund; 

 

(xii) a firm; 

 

(xiii) a public-private partnership;  

 

(xiv) a foreign contractor, a foreign enterprise or an association 

or a body established outside Bangladesh; and  

 

(xv) any artificial juridical person not mentioned above; 
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(b) “contract” includes a sub-contract, any subsequent contract, an 

agreement or an arrangement, whether written or not; 

 

(c) “base amount” means  the higher of the  

(i) contract value; or 

(ii) bill or invoice amount; or  

(iii) payment; 

 

(d) “payment” includes a transfer, a credit or an adjustment of 

payment. 

 

52A. Deduction from payment of royalties etc. (1)  Where any 

payment is to be made by a specified person to a resident on account 

of royalties, franchise, or the fee for using license, brand name, 

patent, invention, formula, process, method, design, pattern, know-

how, copyright, trademark, trade name, literary or musical or artistic 

composition, survey, study, forecast, estimate, customer list  or any 

other intangibles, the person responsible for making the payment 

shall, at the time of making payment, deduct income tax at the rate 

specified below 

 

Description of payment 
  

Rate of deduction 
of tax 

(a) Where base amount does 
not exceed taka 25 lakh 

10% 

(b) Where base amount exceeds 
taka 25 lakh 

12%: 

 

 Provided that the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) 

higher if the payee does not have a twelve-digit Taxpayer’s 

Identification Number at the time of making the payment. 

  

 (2) In this section 

 

(a) “specified person” shall have the same meaning as in 

clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 52; 
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(b)  “contract” includes a sub-contract, any subsequent 

contract, an agreement or an arrangement, whether written 

or not; 

 

(c) “base amount” means  the higher of the  

(i) contract value; or 

(ii) bill or invoice amount; or  

(iii) payment; 

 

(d) “payment” includes a transfer, a credit or an adjustment of 

payment.  

  

  

 52AA. Deduction from the payment of certain services.(1) Where 

any payment is to be made by a specified person to a resident on 

account of a service as mentioned in this section, the person 

responsible for making the payment shall, at the time of making such 

payment, deduct income tax at the rate specified below: 

 

 

SL. 

No 

 

Description of service and 

payment 

Rate of deduction of tax  

Where base 

amount does 

not exceed 

Tk. 25 lakh 

Where base 

amount 

exceeds 

Tk. 25 lakh 

1 Advisory or consultancy 

service 

10% 12% 

2 Professional service , 

technical services fee, or 

technical assistance fee 

10% 12% 

3 Catering service 

(a) on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

12%                                            

2% 

4 Cleaning service 

(a) on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

12%         

2% 

5 Collection and recovery 

agency 

(a) on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

12%                                            

2% 
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SL. 

No 

 

Description of service and 

payment 

Rate of deduction of tax  

Where base 

amount does 

not exceed 

Tk. 25 lakh 

Where base 

amount 

exceeds 

Tk. 25 lakh 

6 Management of events, 

training, workshops etc. 

(a)  on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

 

12%                                            

2% 

7 Private security service  

(a) on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

12%                                            

2% 

8 Supply of manpower 

(a) on commission 

(b) on gross amount 

 

10%                                            

1.5% 

 

12%                                            

2% 

9 Indenting commission 6% 8% 

10 Meeting fees, training fees 

or honorarium  

10% 12% 

11 Mobile network operator, 

technical support service 

provider or service delivery 

agents engaged in mobile 

banking operations 

10% 12% 

12 Credit rating agency 10% 12% 

13 Motor garage or workshop  6% 8% 

14 Private container port or 

dockyard service 

6% 8% 

15 Shipping agency 

commission 

6% 8% 

16 Stevedoring/berth operation 

commission 

10% 12% 

17 Transport service, car rental  3% 4% 

18 Any other service which is 

not mentioned in Chapter 

VII of this Ordinance and is 

not a service provided by 

any bank, insurance or 

financial institutions  

10% 12%: 
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 Provided that the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher if 

the payee does not have a twelve-digit Taxpayer’s Identification 

Number at the time of making the payment:  

 

 Provided further that where the Board, on an application made in 
this behalf, gives a certificate in writing that the person rendering such 
service is otherwise exempted from tax under any provision of this 
Ordinance, the payment referred to in this section shall be made 
without any deduction or with deduction at a lesser rate for that 
income year. 

 (2) In this section 

(a) “specified person” shall have the same meaning as in clause 

(a) of sub-section (2) of section 52; 

(b) “contract” includes a sub-contract, any subsequent contract, 

an agreement or an arrangement, whether written or not;  

(c) “base amount” means  the higher of the 

(i) contract value; or 

(ii) bill or invoice amount ; or  

(iii) payment; 

 

 (d) “payment” includes a transfer, a credit or an adjustment of 

payment; 

(e) “professional services” means- 

 

(i) services rendered by a doctor;  

(ii) services rendered by a person carrying on any 

profession or any other services applying professional 

knowledge.”।  
 

29। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52B �� $�%��
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 52B �� �����# �
��� section 52B $�%��� ����, 

 !�: 

 “52B.Collection of tax from Cigarette manufacturers.Any 

person responsible for selling banderols to any manufacturer of cigarettes 

shall, at the time of selling banderols, collect tax from such manufacturers 

on account of the manufacture of cigarette at the rate of ten percent (10%) 

of the value of the banderols. 
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Explanation.For the purposes of this section, “manufacture of 
cigarettes” means manufacture of cigarettes manually without any 
mechanical aid whatsoever."। 

30। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52D �� $�%��
। 
�� Ordinance �� section 52D �� �����# �
��� section 52D I 52DD 

$�%��� ����,  !�: 
 

“52D. Deduction at source from interest on saving 
instruments. Notwithstanding anything contained in any other 
provision of this Ordinance or any other law being in force in 
respect of exemption from tax on interest of savings instrument 
purchased by an approved superannuation fund or pension fund or 
gratuity fund or a recognized provident fund or a workers’ profit 
participation fund, any person responsible for making any payment 
by way of interest on any savings instruments shall, at the time of 
such payment, deduct income tax at the rate of five percent (5%) on 
such interest: 

 
Provided that no tax shall be deducted under this section 
where the cumulative investment at the end of the income 
year in the pensioners' savings certificate does not exceed 
five lakh taka: 

Provided further that no tax shall be deducted from interest 
or profit arising from Wage earners development bond, US 
dollar premium bond, US dollar investment bond, Euro 
premium bond, Euro investment bond, Pound sterling 
investment bond or Pound sterling premium bond. 

52DD. Deduction at source from payment to a 
beneficicary of workers’ participation fund.-
Notwithstanding anything contained in any other provision 
of this Ordinance or any other law being in force in respect 
of exemption from tax on payments from workers’ 
participation fund, any person responsible for making any 
payment from such fund to a beneficiary shall, at the time 
of such payment, deduct income tax at the rate of five 
percent (5%) on such payment.”| 

 31। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52JJ �� $�%��
।�� 

Ordinance �� section 52JJ �� �����# �
��� section 52JJ $�%��� ����, 

 !�: 
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“52JJ.  Collection of tax from travel agent.(1) 

Notwithstanding anything contained in any other provisions 

of this Ordinance, any person responsible for making any 

payment to a resident any sum by way of commission or 

discount  or any other benefits, called by whatever name, 

convertible into money for selling passenger tickets or air 

cargo carriage shall deduct or collect advance tax at the rate 

of zero point three zero percent  (0.30%) of the total value 

of the tickets or any charge for carrying cargo by air at the 

time of payment to such resident. 

 (2)  Where any incentive bonus, performance bonus or any 

other benefits, called by whatever name, is to be paid in 

relation to such sale of tickets or bill for carrying cargo by 

air in addition to the amount mentioned in sub-section (1), 

person responsible for making such payment shall deduct 

an amount equal to   (A/B) x C, where- 

  

“A”  is the amount of incentive bonus, performance 

bonus or any other benefits as mentioned in sub-

section (2), 

 

“B”  is the amount of commission or discount or any 

other benefits as mentioned in sub-section (1), and 

 

“C”  is the amount of source tax on commission or 

discount or any other benefits as mentioned in sub-

section (1). 

 

     (3)  For the purpose of computation of value of tickets or 

charge, any payment made in respect of any embarkation 

fees, travel tax, flight safety insurance, security tax and 

airport tax shall not be included in such value or charge. 

Explanation.In this section, “payment” includes a 

transfer, a credit or an adjustment of payment. । ”  

32। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 52R �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 52R �� - 
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(�) sub-section (1) �� “one percent” �*+��� �����# “one point 

five percent (1.5%)” �*+��, ��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+�� $�%��� 

����; 

 (�) sub-section (2) �� “five percent” �*+��� �����# “seven point 

five percent (7.5%)” �*+��, ��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+��  $�%��� 

���� । 

 
33। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53BB �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 53BB �� “zero point eight zero percent 

(0.80%)” �*+��, ��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+��� �����# “one percent (1%)” �*+��, 
��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+�� $�%��� ���� । 

34। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53BBBB �� 
�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 53BBBB �� “zero point eight zero 

percent (0.80%)” �*+��, ��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+��� �����# “one percent (1%)” 
�*+��, ��'�+��, �<> ) �9
:+�� $�%��� ����। 

35। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � 
@
  section 53CCC �� 
������।�� Ordinance �� ��,-  section 53CC �� �� �
��� �
 section 

53CCC ������� ����,  !�: 

“53CCC. Deduction or collection of tax at source from courier 

business of a non-resident.Any person being a company 

registered under the Companies Act, 1913 (VII of 1913) or 6��B�
: 
C�
, 1994 (1994 ���� 18 
� C�
) working as local agent of a non-

resident courier company shall deduct or collect tax in advance at 

the rate of fifteen percent (15%) on the amount of service charge 

accrued from the shipment of goods, documents, parcels or any 

other things outside Bangladesh.”। 
 

36। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53E �� �����	
। 
�� Ordinance �� sub-section (2) �� �����# �
��� sub-section (2) $�%��� 
����,  !�: 

“(2)  Any company, other than an oil marketing company, which 

sells goods to 

(a) any distributor; or  

(b) any other person under a contract; 

at a price lower than the retail price fixed by such company, 

shall collect tax from such distributor or such any other person 

at the rate of five percent (5%) on the amount equal to B x C, 

where 
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B =  the selling price of the company to the distributor or the 

other person; 

C = 6%: 

Provided that a cigarette manufacturer company shall collect 

tax at the time of sale of its goods to such distributor or to 

such other persons at the rate of three per cent of the 

difference between the sale price to the distributor or the other 

persons and the retail price fixed by such company. 

Explanation.For the purpose of this section, “contract” 

includes an agreement or an arrangement, whether written or 

not.”। 

37। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53F �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 53F �� sub-section (2) �� �����# �
��� sub-

sections (2) ��� (3) $�%��� ����,  !�: 

 “(2) Notwithstanding anything contained in this Ordinance or any other 

law for the time being in force in respect of exemption of tax from any 

fund, any person responsible for paying any sum by way of interest or 

share of porfit on any saving deposits or fixed deposits or any term 

deposit maintained with any Scheduled bank including a co-operative 

bank or any bank run on Islamic principles or non-banking financial 

institution or any leasing company or housing finance company, as the 

case may be, by or in the name of a fund shall deduct, at the time of 

credit of such interest or share of profit to the account of the fund or at 

the time of payment thereof, whichever occurs earlier, income tax at the 

rate of five percent (5%) on such sum. 

(3) Nothing contained in this section shall apply  

(a) to interest or share of profit arising out of any deposit pension 

scheme sponsored by the Government or by a scheduled Bank 

with prior approval of the Government; or 

(b) to such payee or class of payees as the Board may, by a general 

or special order, specify that income of such payee or class of 

payee is otherwise exempted from tax. ।”  
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38। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 53FF �� 

�����	
। �� Ordinance �� section 53FF ��- 

 (�) clause (a) �� sub-clause (iii) �� �����# �
��� sub-clause (iii) 

$�%��� ����,  !�:  

 “(iii)  in areas other than the areas mentioned in sub-

clauses (i) and (ii) 

 

A. if the area is within Dhaka South City 

Corporation, Dhaka North City Corporation and 

Chittagong City Corporation, taka one thousand 

per square metre; 

 

B. if the area is within any other city corporation, 

taka seven hundred per square metre; 

 

C. any other area, taka three hundred per square 

metre: 

 

Provided that the rate of source tax under clause (a) in 

respect of a residential apartment shall be twenty percent 

(20%) lower if the size of the apartment, including common 

space, is not more than seventy square metre, and forty 

percent (40%) lower if the size of the apartment, including 

common space,  is not more than sixty square metre.”; 
  

(�) clause (aa) �� sub-clause (iii) �� �����# �
��� sub-clause 

(iii) ���Q���� ���, �	�: 
 

“(iii)  in areas other than the areas mentioned in sub-

clauses (i) and (ii) 

 

A. if the area is within Dhaka South City 

Corporation, Dhaka North City Corporation and 

Chittagong City Corporation, taka three 

thousand and five hundred per square metre; 
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B. if the area is within any other city corporation, 

taka two thousand and five hundred per square 

metre; 

C. any other area, taka one thousand and two 

hundred per square metre.”। 

39। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 56 �� 
$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 56 �� �����# �
��� section 56 ���Q���� 
���, �	�:- 
 

“56. Deduction from income of non-residents.(1) Subject to 

the provisions of sub-section (2), the specified person or any other 

person responsible for making payment to a non-resident of any 

amount which constitutes the income of such non-resident 

chargeable to tax under this Ordinance shall, unless such person is 

himself liable to pay tax thereon as agent, at the time of making 

such payment, deduct tax on the amount so payable at the rate, 

specified below:  

 

SL. 

No 

Description of services or payments Rate of 

deduction 

of tax 

1 Advisory or consultancy service 20% 

2 Pre-shipment inspection service 20% 

3 Professional service, technical services, 

technical know-how or technical 

assistance 

20% 

4 Architecture, interior design or landscape 

design, fashion design or process design 

20% 

5 Certification, rating etc. 20% 

6 Charge or rent for satellite, airtime or 

frequency, rent for channel broadcast 

20% 

7 Legal service 20% 

8 Management service including event 

management  

20% 
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SL. 

No 

Description of services or payments Rate of 

deduction 

of tax 

9 Commission 20% 

10 Royalty, license fee or payments related 

to intangibles 

20% 

11 Interest 20% 

12 Advertisement  broadcasting  20% 

13 Advertisement making 15% 

14 Air transport or water transport 7.5% 

15 Contractor or sub-contractor of 

manufacturing, process or conversion, 

civil work, construction, engineering or 

works of similar nature.  

7.5% 

16 Supplier 7.5% 

17 Capital gain 15% 

18 Insurance premium 10% 

19 Rental of machinery, equipment etc. 15% 

20 Dividend- 

(a) company------ 

(b) any other person, not being a 

company------- 

 

20% 

30% 

21 Artist, singer or player 30% 

22 Salary or remuneration 30% 

23 Exploration or drilling in petroleum 

operations 

5.25% 

24 Survey for oil or gas exploration 5.25% 

25 Any service for making connectivity 

between oil or gas field and its export 

point 

5.25% 

26 Any payments against any services not 
mentioned above 

20% 
 

27 Any other payments 30%. 
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(2)  Where the Board, on an application made in this behalf, gives a 

certificate that, to the best of its belief, the non-resident will not be 

liable to pay any tax under this Ordinance, or will be liable to pay tax 

at a rate less than the maximum rate, payment referred to in sub-

section (1) shall be made without any deduction, or, as the case may 

be, with deduction at the lesser rate specified in the certificate. 
(3) In this section 
 

(i) “specified person” shall have the same meaning as in 
clause (a) of sub-section (2) of section 52 of this 
Ordinance; 
 

(ii) “payment” includes a transfer, a credit or an adjustment of 

payment.”। 

 

 40। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 57 �� 

$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 57 �� �����# �
��� section 57 ���Q���� 

���, �	�: 

 

“57. Consequences of failure to deduct, collect, etc.(1) Where a 

person- 

(a) fails to deduct or collect tax at source as required by or under 

the provisions of this Chapter; or  

(b) deducts or collects tax at a lesser rate or in lesser amount; or 

 

(c) after deducting or collecting tax under this Chapter, fails to 

pay the same to the credit of the Government, or pays to the 

credit of the Government an amount lower than the collected 

or deducted amount; 

 

such person shall be deemed to be an asseesee in default, and 

without prejudice to any other consequences to which such person 

may be liable, shall be personally liable to pay - 
 

(i) the amount of tax that has not been deducted or 
collected; or   
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(ii) the amount which was required to be deducted or 
collected under this Chapter as reduced by the amount 
that has been actually deducted or collected; or 

(iii) the amount that, after being collected and deducted, has 
not been paid to the credit of the Government. 

(2) In addition to the amount as mentioned in sub-section (1), the 

person shall also be liable to pay an additional amount at the rate 

of two percent (2%) per month on the amount  as mentioned in 

sub-clauses (i), (ii) and (iii) of clause (c) of sub-section (1), as the 

case or cases may be, calculated for the period 

 

(i) in the case of failure to deduct or collect, or of the deduction 

or collection at lower rate or amount, from the due date of the 

deduction or collection to the date of the payment of the 

amount, as mentioned  in sub-clauses (i) or (ii) of clause (c) 

of sub-section (1), as the case may be, to the credit of the 

Government; 

 

(ii) in the case of failure to deposit the amount deducted or 

collected, from the date of deduction or collection to the date 

of payment of the amount, as mentioned  in sub-clause (iii) of 

clause (c) of sub-section (1), to the credit of the Government. 

Explanation.The period for which the additional amount 

is calculated shall not exceed twenty four months. 

 

(3)  The Deputy Commissioner of Taxes shall take necessary action for 

the realisation of the amount as mentioned in sub-section (1) and 

the additional amount as mentioned in sub-section (2) from the 

person referred to in sub-section (1) after giving the person a 

reasonable opportunity of being heard. 

 

(4)  No realisation of the amount mentioned in sub-section (1) shall be 

made if it is established that such amount has meanwhile been paid 

by the person from whom the deduction or collection was due.”। 
 
 41। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � �
  section 57A �� 
������।�� Ordinance ��  section 57 �� �� wbgœi~c �
  section 57A 
������� ����,  !�: 
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“57A. Consequences of the issuance of certificate of tax deduction 

or collection without actual deduction, collection or 

payment.(1) Where a person issues a certificate of deduction or 

collection of tax at source without actual deduction or collection or 

payment to the credit of the Government, without prejudice to any 

other consequences to which he may be liable, the person shall be 

personally liable to pay the amount not being deducted, collected or 

paid to the credit of the Government. 

 

(2) The Deputy Commissioner of Taxes shall take necessary action 

for the collection of amount mentioned in sub-section (1) from the 

person so personally liable after giving the person a reasonable 

opportunity of being heard. ।”  

 

 42। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 58 �� 

$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 58 �� �����# �
��� section 58 $�%��� 

����,  !�: 

 “58. Certificate of deduction, etc. of tax.(1) Every person who has 

deducted or collected any tax under this Chapter shall furnish, to the 

person from whom such deduction or collection has been made, a 

certificate of tax deduction or collection specifying therein- 

 

(a) the name and the Taxpayer’s Identification Number, if any, 

of the person from whom tax has been deducted or collected; 

 

(b) the amount of deduction or collection of taxes; 

 

(c) section or sections under which tax has been deducted or 

collected; 

 

(d) the particulars of the payment of deducted or collected 

amount to the credit of the Government; and 

 

(e) such other particulars as may be prescribed. 

 

 (2)  The Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, -  
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(a) specify that the certificate of tax deduction or collection shall 

be generated or furnished electronically or in any other 

machine readable or computer readable media; 

(b) specify the manner in which such electronic, machine 

readable or computer readable certificate shall be generated 

or furnished. ।”  

 

43। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 62 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 62 �� “furnished” ��*� �� “, along with 

the proof of payment of such tax to the account of the Government,” �JK�� 

' �%�K�� ��M���� ���। 

 

44। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � �
 sections 68A ��� 68B 

�� ������।-�� Ordinance � section 68 �� ��  �
��� �
 sections 68A ��� 

68B ������� ����,  !�: 

 

“68A. Advance tax on certain income.(1) A manufacturer of 

cigarette shall pay advance tax at the rate of three percent (3%) on 

net sale price in every month. 

 

(2) The advance tax paid under sub-section (1) shall be adjustable 

against the quarterly installments of advance tax payable under 

section 66. 

 

Explanation.In this section, “net sale” shall be A- B, where, A 

is the gross sale and B is the value added tax and the 

supplementary duty, if any, on such gross sale. 

 

68B. Advance tax for the owners of private motor car.(1) 

Every person owning a private motor car shall be deemed to have 

an income by which the motor car is maintained and shall pay 

advance income tax to be collected at the rate and in the manner as 

mentioned in sub-section (2). 
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(2) Subject to the provision of sub-section (3), the authority 

responsible for the registration and fitness renewal of motor car 

shall collect, on or before the date of registration or fitness renewal 

of the motor car, advance tax at the following rate 

 
Serial 
No. 

Type and engine capacity of motor 
car 

Amount of tax  
(in taka) 

1 A car or a Jeep, not exceeding 
1500cc 

15,000/- 

2 A car or a Jeep, exceeding 1500cc 
but not exceeding 2000cc 

30,000/- 

3 A car or a Jeep, exceeding 2000cc 
but not exceeding 2500cc 

50,000/- 

4 A car or a Jeep,  exceeding 2500cc 
but not exceeding 3000cc 

75,000/- 

5 A car or a Jeep, exceeding 3000cc 
but not exceeding 3500cc 

1,00,000/- 

6 A car or a Jeep, exceeding 3500cc  1,25,000/- 
7 A microbus 20,000/-: 

 

Provided that the rate of tax shall be fifty percent (50%) higher for 
each additional motor car if the owner has two or more motor cars 
in his name or in joint names with other person or persons.  

 

 (3) Advance tax under sub-section (2) shall not be collected if the 
motor  car is owned by 
 

(i) the government and the local government;  

(ii) a project, programme or activity under the government 
and the local government;  

(iii) a foreign diplomat, a diplomatic mission in Bangladesh, 
United Nations and its offices; 

(iv) a development partner of Bangladesh and its affiliated 
office or offices; 

(v) an educational institution under the Monthly Payment 
Order of the Government;  

(vi) a public  university; 

(vii) any entity that is not a person as defined under clause 
(46) of section (2) of this Ordinance; 

(viii) a gazetted war-wounded freedom fighter; or 

(ix) an institution that has obtained a certificate from the 
Board that advance tax shall not be collected from it. 
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 (4) Where a person pays advance tax under sub-section (2), and the 
income from regular sources of the person results in a tax liability less 
than the said advance tax, the income of such person shall be deemed to be 
the amount that results a tax liability equal to the said advance tax. 

 (5) The advance tax paid under sub-section (2) shall not be 

refundable. 

 (6) In this section 

(a) "motor car" means a motor car as defined in clause (25) of 

section 2 of the Motor Vehicles Ordinance 1983 (LV of 

1983) and includes a jeep and a microbus; 

(b) income from regular sources means income from any 

source other  than the sources mentioned in sub-section 

(2) of section 82C. ।”  

 

45। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� sections 73 ��� 73A �� 

$�%��
।-�� Ordinance �� section 73 �� �����# �
��� sections 73 ��� 

73A $�%��� ����,  !�: 

 

“73. Interest payable by the assessee on deficiency in payment 

of advance tax.(1) Where in any financial year advance tax paid 

by an assessee together with the tax deducted or collected at 

source, if any, under this Chapter is less than seventy-five percent 

(75%) of the amount of tax payable by him as determined on 

regular assessment, the assessee shall pay, in addition to the 

balance of tax payable by him, simple interest at the rate of ten 

percent (10%) per annum on the amount by which the tax so paid, 

deducted and collected falls short of the seventy five percent (75%) 

of the assessed tax: 

 

 Provided that the rate of interest shall be fifty percent 

(50%) higher if the return is not filed on or before the Tax Day. 

(2) The period for which the interest under sub-section (1) is 
payable shall be the period from the first day of July next 
following the financial year in which the advance tax was 
applicable to the date of regular assessment in respect of the 
income of that year or a period of two years from the said first day 
of July, whichever is shorter. 
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(3) Notwithstanding anything contained in sub-sections (1) and (2), 

where 

 

(a)  tax is paid under section 74; or 

 

(b) provisional assessment has been made under section 81 but 

regular assessment has not been made, the simple interest shall 

be calculated in accordance with the following provisions  

 

(i) up to the date or dates on which tax under section 74 

or as provisionally assessed, was paid; 

 

(ii) thereafter, such simple interest shall be calculated 

on the amount by which the tax so paid falls short of  

the said seventy five percent (75%) of the assessed tax. 

 

 (4) Where as a result of appeal, revision or reference the amount 

on which interest was payable under sub-section (1) has been 

reduced, the amount of interest payable shall be reduced 

accordingly and the excess interest paid, if any, shall be refunded 

together with the amount of tax that is refundable. 

 

Explanation.For the removal of doubts, it is hereby declared 

that in this section, “regular assessment” includes an assessment 

under section 82BB(3). 

 

73A. Delay Interest for not filing return on or before the Tax 

Day.(1) Where an assessee is required to file a return of income 

for an assessment year under section 75 and fails to file the same 

before the expiry of the Tax Day, the assessee shall, without 

prejudice to any other consequences to which he may be liable to, 

pay a delay interest at the rate of two percent (2%) per month on 

the difference between the tax assessed on total income for the 

assessment year and the tax paid in advance for the assessment 

year including the tax deducted or collected at source; 
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Explanation.In this section, the expression “tax assessed on 

total income” as mentioned in clause (a) of sub-section (1) means 

(i) where the return is subject to assessment under section 

82BB, tax on total income under sub-section (1) or sub-

section (2) or sub-section (3), whichever is higher. 

 

(ii) where the return is not subject to assessment under section 

82BB, tax on total income as assessed by the Deputy 

Commissioner of Taxes. 

(2) The delay interest under sub-section (1) shall be calculated for a 

period from the first day immediately following the Tax Day to- 

 

(a) where the return is filed, the date of filing the return; 

(b) where the return is not filed, the date of regular assessment: 

 

 Provided that the period for calculating delay interest under 

this section shall not exceed one year: 

 

 Provided further that the delay interest under this section 

shall not be payable by an assessee for whom the proviso of sub-

section (5) of section 75 applies.” । 

46।  Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 74 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 74 ��  sub-section (1) �� “section 

16CCC” �*+��� �����# Òsub-section (4) of section 82C” �*+�� ) 
�9
:+�� $�%��� ����। 
 
 47। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� sections 75, 75A ��� 

75AA �� $�%��
।�� Ordinance �� sections 75 ��� 75A �� �����# �
��� 

sections 75, 75A ��� 75AA $�%��� ����,  !�: 

“75. Return of income.(1) Subject to the provisions of sub-section 

(2), every person shall file or cause to be filed, with the Deputy 

Commissioner of Taxes, a return of income of the income year -   

 

(a) if the total income of the person during the income year 

exceeds the  maximum amount that is not chargeable to tax under 

this Ordinance; or  
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(b) if such person was assessed to tax for any one of the three 

years immediately preceding that income year; or  

 

(c) if the person is  

 

(i) a company; or 
 

(ii) a non-government organisation registered with 

NGO Affairs Bureau; or 
 

(iii) a co-operative society; or 
 

(iv) a firm; or 
 

(v) an association of persons; or 
 

(vi) a shareholder director or a shareholder employee of 

a company; or 
 

(vii) a partner of a firm; or 
 

(viii) an employee of the government or an authority, 

corporation, body or units of the government or 

formed by any law, order or instrument being in 

force, if the employee, at any time in the income 

year, draws a basic salary of taka sixteen thousand 

or more; or 

 

(d) if the person, not being an institution established solely for 

charitable purpose or a fund, has an income during the 

income year which is subject to tax exemption or lower tax 

rate under section 44; or  

 

(e) if the person, at any time during the relevant income year 

fulfills any of the following conditions, namely: 

 

 (i)  owns a motor car; or 

 

(ii) owns a membership of a club registered under #i 
�����(� �� ��� , 1991 (1991 ���� 22 �� ���); or 
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(iii) runs any business or profession having trade license 

from a city corporation, a paurashava or a union 

parishad; or 

 

(iv) has registered with a recognized professional body as 

a doctor, dentist, lawyer, chartered accountant, cost 

and management accountant, engineer, architect or 

surveyor or any other similar profession; or 
 

(v) has registered with the Board as an income tax 

practitioner; or 
 

(vi) has a membership of a chamber of commerce and 

industries or a trade association or body; or 
 

(vii) runs for an office of any paurashava, city corporation, 

or a Member of Parliament; 
 

(viii) participates in a tender floated by the government, 

semi-government, autonomous body or a local 

authority; or 

(ix) serves in the board of directors of a company or a 

group of companies: 
 

 Provided that any non-resident Bangladeshi may 

file his return of income along with bank draft equivalent to 

the tax liability, if any, on the basis of such return, to his 

nearest Bangladesh mission and the mission will issue a 

receipt of such return with official seal and send the return 

to the Board. 

(2) A return of income shall not be mandatory for 

(i) an educational institution receiving government 

benefits under Monthly Payment Order (MPO); or 

(ii) a public  university; or 
 

(iii) a fund; or 

(iv) any class of persons which the Board, by order in 

official gazette, exempt from filing the return. 
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(3) Subject to the provision of sub-section (4), the return under sub-

section (1) shall be  

(a)  furnished in the prescribed form setting forth therein such 

particulars and information, and accompanied by such schedules, 

statements, accounts, annexures or  documents as may be 

prescribed; 

(b) signed and verified  

 

(i) in the case of an individual, by the individual himself ; 

where the individual is absent from Bangladesh, by the 

individual concerned or by some person duly 

authorised by him in this behalf; and when the 

individual is mentally incapacitated from attending to 

his affairs, by his guardian or by any other person 

competent to act on his behalf; 

 

(ii) in the case of a Hindu undivided family, by the Karta, 

and, where the Karta is absent from Bangladesh or is 

mentally incapacitated from attending to his affairs, by 

any other adult member of such family; 

 

(iii) in the case of a company or a local authority, by the 

principal officer thereof; 

 

(iv) in the case of a firm, by any partner thereof, not being 

a minor;  

 

(v) in the case of any other association, by any member of 

the association or the principal officer thereof; 

 

(vi) in the case of any other person, by that person or by 

any person competent to act on his behalf; 
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(c) accompanied by  

(i) in the case of individual, statements of assets, 

liabilities and life style as required under section 80; 

(ii) in the case of a company, an audited statement of 

accounts and a computation sheet explaining the 

difference between the profit or loss shown in the 

statement of accounts and the income shown in the  

return.      

(4) The Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, - 

 

(a) specify that any return required to be filed under this section 

shall be filed electronically or in any other machine readable or 

computer readable media; 

 

(b) specify the form and the manner in which such electronic, 

machine readable or computer readable returns shall be filed. 

 

(5)  Every return under this section shall be filed, unless the date is 

extended under sub-section (6), on or before the Tax Day: 

 

 Provided that an individual being Government official 

engaged in higher education on deputation or employed under lien 

outside Bangladesh shall file return or returns for the period of 

such deputation or lien, at a time, within three months from the 

date of his return to Bangladesh. 

 

(6) The last date for the submission of a return for a person may be 

extended by the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes upon the application 

by the person in the prescribed form: 

 

 Provided that the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes may 

extend the date up to two months from the date so specified and he 

may further extend the date up to two months with the approval of 

the Inspecting Joint Commissioner. 
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75A. Return of withholding tax.(1) Every person, being a 

company or a co-operative society or a non-government organisation 

registered with NGO Affairs Bureau, shall file or cause to be filed, 

with the Deputy Commissioner of Taxes under whose jurisdiction he is 

an assessee, a return of tax deducted or collected under the provisions 

of Chapter VII of this Ordinance. 

 

(2) The return under sub-section (1) shall be   

 

(a)  furnished in the prescribed form setting forth therein such 

particulars and information, and accompanied by such schedules, 

statements, accounts, annexures or  documents as may be 

prescribed; 

(b) signed and verified in the manner as specified in clause (c) of 

sub-section (3) of section 75; 

 

(c)   filed half-yearly by the following dates   

 

(i) First return: by Thirty-first January of the year in which the 

deduction or collection was made; 

(ii) Second return: by Thirty-first July of the next year 

following the year in which the deduction or collection was 

made: 

 

 Provided that the last date for the submission of a return as 

specified in this sub-section may be extended by the Deputy 

Commissioner of Taxes upto fifteen days from the date so 

specified. 

 

(3) The Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, 

 

(a) specify that any return required to be filed under this section 

shall be filed electronically or in any other machine readable 

or computer readable media; 

 

(b) specify the form and the manner in which such electronic, 

machine readable or computer readable returns shall be filed. 
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75AA. Audit of the return of withholding tax.(1) The Deputy 

Commissioner of Taxes, with the approval of the Board, shall select a 

number of returns of withholding tax filed under section 75A for audit.  

    

(2) The Deputy Commissioner of Taxes shall conduct the audit of the 

selected return in respect of the following matters- 

 

(a) whether the tax has been deducted or collected at the rate, in the 

amount and in the manner as provided in Chapter VII of this 

Ordinance and the rules made thereunder; 

 

(b) whether the tax collected or deducted has been paid to the credit 

of the Government, or has been paid in accordance with the 

manner and within the time as prescribed; 

 

(c) whether the certificate of tax deduction or collection has been 

furnished  in accordance with the provisions of this Ordinance. 

 

(3) Where an audit under sub-section (2) results in findings that the 

provisions of this Ordinance in respect of the matters mentioned in 

clauses (a), (b) or (c) of sub-section (2) have not complied with, the 

Deputy Commissioner of Taxes conducting the audit may take 

necessary actions under this Ordinance, including the actions under 

sections 57, 57A and 124.   

(4) No return shall be selected for audit after the expiry of four years 

from the end of the year in which the return was filed. ।”  

 48। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 76 �� ������।�� 

Ordinance �� section 76 ��,- ���� ।  
 

 49। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 80 �� 

$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 80 �� �����# �
��� section 80 $�%��� 

����,  !�: 
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“80. Statements of assets, liabilities and life style.(1) Every person, 
being an individual assessee, shall furnish statements in the forms and 
manners as prescribed in respect of the total assets, liabilities and 
expenses of the person or the spouse, minor children and dependents 
of the person as on the last date of the income year if the person 

 

(a) has, in the last date of the income year, a gross wealth 

exceeding taka twenty lakh; or  
 

(b) owns a motor car; or 

(c) has made an investment in a house property or an apartment 
in the city corporation area: 

 

 Provided that any person, being an individual assessee, 
who is not required to submit the statement mentioned in this sub-
section may voluntarily submit such statement. 

(2)  Every person, being an individual assessee, shall furnish in the 
forms and manners as prescribed, a statement of expenses relating 
to the life style of such person: 

  Provided that an individual, not being a shareholder 
director of a company, having income from salary or from business 
or profession  may opt not to submit such statement if his total 
income does not exceed three lakh taka in the income year. 

 

(3) Where any statement as mentioned in sub-section (1) is not 
submitted by a person being an individual, the Deputy 
Commissioner of Taxes may require, by notice in writing, to 
submit the same by person within the time as mentioned in the 
notice.”। 

 

 50। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 82BB �� 
�����	
। �� Ordinance �� section 82BB ��   
 

(�)  sub-section (1) �� “sub-section (2) of” �*+��, �<>, �9
:+�� ) 
��'� ��,- ����; 

 

(�)  sub-section (1) �� �� �
��� Explanation ��� ��( ����,  !�:  
 

“Explanation.In this section, return furnished 
“electronically” means a return filed in accordance with the 
provisions of sub-section (4) of section 75.”; 
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(3)  sub-section (2) �� clause (a) �� sub-clause (i) �� “ any 
information in the return” �*+��� �� “and the statements 
and documents submitted therewith” �*+�� ������� ����; 

 

(8)  sub-section (4) �� “filing of income” �*+��� �����# “filing 
of return” �*+�� $�%��� ����। 

 

 51। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 82C �� $�%��
। 
�� Ordinance �� section 82C �� �����# �
��� section 82C $�%��� ����, 
 !�: 
 

 “82C. Minimum Tax.(1) Notwithstanding anything contained in any 

other provisions of this Ordinance, minimum tax shall be payable 

by an assessee in accordance with the provisions of this section. 
 

(2) Minimum tax on income on sources from which tax has been 

deducted or collected under certain sections shall be the 

following 
 

(a) any tax deducted or collected at source under the provisions 

of sections mentioned in clause (b) shall be the minimum 

tax on income from the source or sources for which tax has 

been deducted or collected; 

 

(b) the tax referred to in clause (a) shall be the tax deducted or 

collected under sections 52, 52A, 52AAA, 52B, 52C, 52D, 

52JJ, 52N, 52O, 52R, 53, 53AA, 53B, 53BB, 53BBB, 

53BBBB, 53C, 53CCC, 53DDD, 53EE, 53F, 53FF, 53G, 

53GG, 53H, 53M, 53N and 55: 
 

 Provided that the tax deducted or collected from the 
following sources shall not be the minimum tax for the purpose of 
this sub-section 

 

(i)  tax collected under section 52 from the 
following persons 

 
a. a contractor of an oil company or a sub-

contractor to the contractor of an oil 
company as may be prescribed; 

b. an oil marketing company and its dealer or 
agent excluding petrol pump station; 
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c. any company engaged in oil refinery; 

d. any company engaged in gas transmission or 

gas distribution; 

(ii)  tax deducted under section 53 from import of 

goods by an industrial undertaking as raw 

materials for its own consumption; 
 

(iii)  tax deducted under section 53F from a source 

other than the sources mentioned in clause (c) of 

sub-section (1) and sub-section (2) of that 

section; 
 

(c) for the sources of income for which minimum tax is applicable, 
books of accounts shall be maintained in the regular manner in 
accordance with the provisions of section 35; 
 

(d) income from any source, for which minimum tax is 

applicable under this sub-section, shall be determined in 

regular manner and tax shall be calculated by using regular 

rate on such income. If the tax so calculated is higher than 

the minimum tax under clause (a), the higher amount shall 

be payable on such income: 

 

 Provided that income shall be determined and tax 

shall be calculated for certain sources in the manner as 

specified in the following 
 

Serial 

No. 

Sources of 

income as 

mentioned in 

Amount that 

will be taken as 

income 

Rate or 

amount of 

tax 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

1 section 52C amount of 

compensation as 

mentioned in 

section 52C 

as 

mentioned in 

section 52C 

2 section 52D amount of 

interest as 

mentioned in 

section 52D 

as 

mentioned in 

section 52D 
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Serial 

No. 

Sources of 

income as 

mentioned in 

Amount that 

will be taken as 

income 

Rate or 

amount of 

tax 

(1) (2) (3) (4) 

3 section 

53DDD 

amount of export 

cash subsidy as 

mentioned in 

section 53DDD 

as 

mentioned in 

section 

53DDD 

4 section 

53F(1)(c) and 

(2) 

amount of 

interest as 

mentioned in 

section 53F 

as 

mentioned in 

section 53F 

5 section 53H deed value as 

mentioned in 

section 53H 

as 

mentioned in 

section 53H 

and the rule 

made 

thereunder 

(e) income or loss computed in accordance with clause (d) or 

the proviso of clause (d) shall not be set off with loss or 

income, respectively, computed for any regular source. 

 

(3) Where the assessee has income from regular source in addition to 

the income from source or sources for which minimum tax is 

applicable under sub-section (2) 

 

(a) regular tax shall be calculated on the income from regular 

source; 

 

(b) the tax liability of the assessee shall be the aggregate of the 

tax as determined under sub-section (2) and the regular tax 

under clause (a). 

 

(4) Subject to the provisions of sub-section (5), minimum tax for a 

firm or a company shall be the following 
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(a) every firm having gross receipts of more than taka fifty 
lakh or every company shall, irrespective of its profits or 
loss in an assessment year, for any reason whatsoever, 
including the sustaining of a loss, the setting off of a loss of 
earlier year or years or the claiming of allowances or 
deductions (including depreciation) allowed under this 
Ordinance, be liable to pay minimum tax in respect of an 
assessment year at the following rate 

 

Serial 

No 

Classes of assessee Rate of 

minimum tax 

1 Manufacturer of cigarette, 

bidi, chewing tobacco, 

smokeless tobacco or any 

other tobacco products   

1% of the 

gross receipts 

2 Mobile phone operator 0.75% of the 

gross receipts 

3 Any other cases 0.60% of the 

gross receipts: 

 Provided that such rate of tax shall be zero point one zero 
percent (0.10%) of such receipts for an industrial undertaking 
engaged in  manufacturing of goods for the first three income 
years since  commencement of its commercial production. 

 
(b) where the assessee has an income from any source that is 

exempted from tax or is subject to a reduced tax rate, the 
gross receipts from such source or sources shall be shown 
separately, and the minimum tax under this sub-section 
shall be calculated in the following manner- 

(i) minimum tax for receipts from sources that are subject 
to regular tax rate shall be calculated by applying the 
rate mentioned in clause (a);  

(ii) minimum tax for receipts from sources that enjoys tax 
exemption or reduced tax rate shall be calculated by 
applying the rate mentioned in clause (a) as reduced in 
proportion to the exemption of tax or the reduction of 
rate of tax; 

(iii) minimum tax under this sub-section shall be the 
aggregate of the amounts calculated under sub-clauses 
(i) and (ii). 
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 Explanation. For the purposes of this sub-section, 'gross 

receipts' means 

(i) all receipts derived from the sale of goods; 

 

(ii) all fees or charges for rendering services or giving 

benefits including commissions or discounts; 

 

(iii) all receipts derived from any heads of income. 

 

(5) Where the provisions of both sub-section (2) and sub-section (4) 

apply to an assessee, minimum tax payable by the assessee shall be 

the higher of 

(a) the minimum tax under sub-section (2); or  

(b) the minimum tax under sub-section (4). 

 

(6) Minimum tax under this section shall not be refunded, nor shall be 

adjusted against refund due for earlier year or years or refund due 

for the assessment year from any source. 

 

(7) Where any surcharge, additional interest, additional amount etc. is 

payable under provisions of this Ordinance, it shall be payable in 

addition to the minimum tax. 
 

(8) Where the regular tax calculated for any assessment year is higher 

than the minimum tax under this section, regular tax shall be 

payable. 

 

(9) In this section 
 

(a) “regular source” means any source for which minimum tax 
is not applicable under sub-section (2); 
 

(b) “regular tax” means the tax calculated on regular income 
using the regular manner; 

 
(c) “regular rate” means the rate of tax, that would be 

applicable if the tax exemption or the reduced rate were not 
granted. ।”  
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52। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 107I �� 
�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 107I �� “from a Chartered 

Accountant” �JK�� �[3 ���। 
 

53। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 117A �� 
�����	
। �� Ordinance �� section 117A �� “any other law for the time 

being in force,” �*+�� ) �7� �� �� “without prejudice to the provisions of 

section 75AA,” �JK�� ' �%� ��M���� ���। 
 

54। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 129A �� 

�����	
। �� Ordinance �� section 129A �� clause (a) �����# �
��� clause 

(a) $�%��� ����,  !�: 

 

“(a) is not certified by a chartered accountant to the effect that the 

accounts are maintained and the statements are prepared and reported in 

accordance with the Bangladesh Accounting Standards (BAS) and the 

Bangladesh Financial Reporting Standards (BFRS), and are audited in 

accordance with the Bangladesh Standards on Auditing (BSA), or ।”  

 

55। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 134 �� 

�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 134 �� “interest” ��*� �� “, delay 

interest, additional amount,” �*+�� ) �7�+�� ������� ����। 

 

56। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 152J �� 

$�%��
।�� Ordinance �� section 152J �� �����# �
��� section 152J 

$�%��� ����,  !�:- 

 

“152J. Eligibility for application for ADR.- An assessee shall not be 

eligible for application to ADR if he fails to pay tax payable under section 

74 where the return of income for the relevant year or years has been 

submitted. ।”   

 

57। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 153 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 153 �� sub-section (3) �� $�5�% T�U��� �����# 

6���
 $�%��� ���� ��� ���� �
��� �
 proviso ������� ����,  !�: 
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 “Provided that where the tax on the basis of return has been paid 

by the appellant before filing the appeal and the Appellate Joint 

Commissioner or the Commissioner (Appeals), as the case may be, is 

convinced that the appellant was barred by sufficient reason from paying 

the tax before filing the return, Appellate Joint Commissioner or the 

Commissioner (Appeals) may allow the appeal for hearing.”। 

 

58। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 154 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 154 �� sub-section (1) �� �
��� �
 sub-section 

(1A) ������� ����,  !�: 

 

“(1A)  The Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, 

 

(a) specify that any appeal of any assessee or any class of assessee 

shall be filed electronically or in any other machine readable or 

computer readable media; 

 

(b) specify the form and manner in which such appeal shall be 

filed. ।”  

 

 59। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 158 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 158 �� sub-section (5) �� �� �
��� �
 sub-

section (6) ��� ��( ����,  !�: 

 

“(6) The Board may, by notification in the official Gazette, 

 

(a)  specify that any appeal of any assessee or any class of assessee 

shall be filed electronically or in any other machine readable or 

computer readable media; 

 

(b) specify the form and manner in which such appeal shall be filed. ।”  
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 60। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 163 �� �����	
। 

�� Ordinance �� section 163 �� sub-section (3) �� clause (p)  �� �� �
��� 

�
 clause (pp) ������� ����,  !�: 

 

“(pp) any such information as may be required for the purpose of 

investigation relating to money laundering and terrorist financing if the 

information is requested by the authority responsible for giving approval 

to a prosecution relating to money laundering and terrorist financing; ।”  

61। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 184A �� 

�����	
। �� Ordinance �� section 184A �� sub-section (1) �� clause (x) 

�� �� �
��� �
 clauses (y), (z) ��� (za)  ������� ����,  !�: 
 

“(y) receiving any payment which is an income of the payee classifiable 
under the head "Salaries" by an employee of the government or an 
authority, corporation, body or units of the government or formed by any 
law, order or instrument being in force, and if the employee, at any time in 
the income, draws salary at a scale of grade 10 or above of the <���� (6�
 
) V���W) C�W�, XYZ[ proclaimed in 2015 or at an equivalent grade or pay in 
any other pay scales applicable in 2015; 

  
(z) receiving any amount from the Government under the Monthly 
Payment Order (MPO) if the amount of payment exceeds taka sixteen 
thousand per month; 
 
(za) receiving any payment which is an income of the payee classifiable 
under the head "Salaries" by any person employed in the management or 
administrative function or in any supervisory position in the production 
function. ।”  
     

62। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� section 184F �� 
�����	
।�� Ordinance �� section 184F �� “tax on income and 
exemption of tax thereof” �JK��� �����
 “the imposition and the collection 
of tax, the exemption of any income from tax, the reduction of the rate of 
tax, the calling for any information for the purpose of taxation, and the 
protection of information under this Ordinance” �JK�� ' �%�K�� ���Q���� 
���। 

63। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 � �
 section 185A �� 
������।�� Ordinance ��  section 185 �� �� �
��� �
  section 185A 
������� ����,  !�: 
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“185A. Power to issue circular, clarification, etc.The Board may, by 
order, issue circular, clarification, explanation and directives relating to 
the scope and application of any provision under this Ordinance and the 
rules and orders made thereunder. ।”  
 

64। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� THE THIRD 

SCHEDULE �� �����	
।�� Ordinance �� THE THIRD  SCHEDULE 
�� paragraph 10A �� sub-paragraph (2) ��  “cellular mobile phone 

operator” �*+��� �� “or any other licence fee, paid by any other company 

engaged in providing specialized services, if such licence is integral to the 

operation of the company” �JK�� ������(� ���। 

65। Ordinance No. XXXVI of 1984 �� THE SIXTH 

SCHEDULE �� �����	
।- �� Ordinance �� THE SIXTH SCHEDULE �� 
PART A ��  
 

(�) paragraph 21 �� sub-paragraph (d) �� �����# �
��� sub-

paragraph (d) $�%��� ����,  !�: 

 “(d) a workers participation fund established under �����l� m% 
���, 2006 (2006 ���� 42 �� ���) to any person not exceeding 

fifty thousand taka, notwithstanding anything contained in any 

other law for the time being in force regarding tax exemption of 

such payment;”; 
 

(�) paragraph 32A �� �����# �
��� paragraph 32A $�%��� ����,  !�: 

“32A. Any sum or aggregate of sums received as interest from 
pensioners' savings certificate where the total accumulated 
investment at the end of the relevant income year in such 
certificate does not exceed taka five lakh.”; 

 

(3)  paragraph 33 ��   

(A) Proviso Gi “section 75(2)(C)” kã¸wj, msL¨v¸wj I eÜbx¸wji 
cwie‡Z© “section 75” kã I msL¨v cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e;  

(Av) Explanation �� “E-commerce and Online Shopping, 
document conversion, imaging and archiving” �JK�� ' �%�� 
�����
 “document conversion, imaging and archiving 
including digital archiving of physical records” �*+�� 
$�%��� ����; 

  

(8) paragraph 39 �� “thirty lakh” �*+��� �����# “thirty six lakh” 
�*+�� $�%��� ����। 
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 66। ����।(Z) ��-	��� (\) �� ��	�
���: �����?, XYZ] ����� 0 C��� 
�����D ��n �� o���� (B ���� �� ��� 
����� �2�p �� ����� �]���-2 �� �	% 
-��� ���l 
q �� ��� -r���� ���� ��� 
 ���। 

(X) 6  ��� 6?�^ Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 
1984) �� SECOND SCHEDULE (�_��: C� ��`�5) $� �(a ���� 6� 
��� 6?�^ C����b� �c �� �� SCHEDULE �d����� 	� # ��� ����, ��e 
���� ��� �
	 #���b� 6?�^ ��-	��� (Z) �� ��	�
 $���3 ���� ����। 
 

(\) Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �� 
Chapter VII �d���� �� �#�
� �
�7f g���-2 � (���� ��� ��s�S) �� 
� 
��� 7809 ����� 0 C��� �����D ��n ��� XYZh ����� \Y i
 ����� �7�j 
�k���� (l $� �(a ����। 
 

(m) �� 	���� ��� �� 	���� �	:
 C����� C��� ����� ��n�o &�p “67�_ 

C� (total income)” ���� Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �� ��	�
 �d���� �
��� 67�_ C� (total income) 
qr����। 

 

67। ���&�(#।Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 

1984) �� C)��� 7809 ����� 0 C��� ���� ��n �� o���� (B ���� �� ��� 
����� 
�2�p �]���-2 �� �s:� ���� �
�W #t ��� �d ��: ���<�(# 	� # ����। 

 
 

&�	 
 -.�� 
 

#i �����(� �� ���, 0tt0 (0tt0 ���� 77 �� ���) �� ������� 
 

68। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� ���� t �� �������।uv ��� �(
 �� C�
, 

0tt0 (0tt0 ���� 77 �� ���), -�:��  O ��� ����  �H�D�, �� ���� t �� 

(�)  ��-	��� Z �� Wg� (;) � ����� “6(
���_� �a��W `� �� 67��7��b, 
%��a ����w
� ) 
���,  �
���
, �a��W V�x� �� �:( y�b, �a��W�” 
�*+�� ) �7�+��� �����# “6(
���_� `� �� 67��7��b, %��a 
����w
� ) 
���,  �
���
 V�x� �� �:( y�b ��� ����W�” �*+�� ) 
�7�+�� $�%��� ����; 

(�)  ��-	��� (X) � ����� “z�: 6��� 
��< ����� <�� ����� �� W������^ 
$���(
:� �7{� ��	�
� �
�W #� �W� ������
” �*+��� �����# “z�: 
6��� 
��< ������ ��?a ���b W� #��
�� 6
�|� (��� ����� ��� }
��
� 
~� �3 $W�
 ����� <�� ����� �� W������^ $���(
:� �7{� ��	
 ���� 
������
 �!�� �7{� ��	
 ������ �
�W #� �W� ������
” �*+�� $�%��� 
����;  
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(3)  ��-	��� (X�) � ����� ����� “�
�W #���” k‡ãi �����# �V� %��
 
“�����5�” ��� “�
�W #�” ��*� �����# “����5” �* $�%��� ����; ��� 

(8) ��-	��� (X�) � ����� “��
�”k‡ãi �����# “�^�” �* $�%��� ���� 
��� “��� �� �7 #�#�� �d�� 6��
 C�W� �x�5 ����” �*+�� �[3 
���। 

 
69। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� ���� 0u �� �������। O ����� ���� 0u �� 

 �-���� (7) �� ��
����� �����
 ���+� ��
��� ���Q���� ���, �	�:  
 

“�� �# !��� 6 , ��� 7�����
�	:
 �
�_�� ����	� ��� �3: $���
 
!����� ��� ����W� ��� ������^ ���^ ���?b ��� ���� ����W� (l ��| 
�
�9
 ���  ����: 

 C�) ��
 	��� ��, ��l ���� A�O v� � ������� Q�� ���� ����� 
�����w ��x�  o��l�, ����� � ��� �l�� � �%l��� � �3��� A�� 
���&���� ���� �� ��� ����-����� ���p ���2� ����, ���� ���� ����, 
�yz��, ��� ;��� ��� 
���� �n���� ��{��:�� ���b� ���� ������।”। 
 

70। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� ���� |0j �� �������। O ����� ���� |0j �� 
 �-���� (7) �� �����
 ���+�  �-���� (7) ���Q���� ���, �	�: 

 

“(7)  �-���� (0) � ���� ��}� 	�~� �� ���, (������� � �]�(l��� -���� ��s�S 
%�%�� �� (�y��	 
 ������ �&���� ��s��� ����� �'�� ����(�, ��+� K��$� 
 ���j� 
��� �  ��� A�k� ����
� ������#� �� ����� -��� ��� ����� ����� ��s��� 
�'�� ��� 
� ���।”।  

 

71। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� ���� |0� �� �������। O ����� ���� |0� �� 
 �-���� (?) �  �H�D� “08 (l�)” ��k�, b�� ' ��J� �����
 “78 (��)” ��k�, b�� ' 
�J ���Q���� ���। 

 

72। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� ���� |0� �� �������। O ����� ���� |0� �� 
 �-���� (7) �  �H�D�  “98 (���)” ��k�, b�� ' ��J� �����
 “u8 (����)” ��k�, 
b�� ' �J ���Q���� ���। 

 

73। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� �;��� �]����� �������। O ����� �;��� 
�]����� -r�zl u �� l]� (j) �� ��S�Q� l���� �����
 ���%����� ���Q���� ��� 

�� -�:�� ���+� ��� l]� (�) ������(� ���, �	�: 

‘‘(�) -h�>���� ��� (���j� ' ��� ������� ���( ������(�)।”।  
 

74। 0tt0 ���� 77 �� ����� @��� �]����� ���Q���। O ����� @��� 

�]����� �����
 ���+� @��� �]��� ���Q���� ���, �	�:  
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 “@��� �]��� 
(���� � aqA) 

 
���� }� C����� �c �� ) 6����u� 

 

�� g�����  

 

(�)  $!7 ���� ��b # ���� }� C����� �c ���u��� 6?�^ ���7 (Z) � ��b # The 

Customs Act, 1969 �� FIRST SCHEDULE �� ���
�7� ��'� (Heading 

No.) �u��� ����:� ���7 (X) � ����� ��7���b # 
�7��b 6��� (H.S. Code) 
�� C)�	:
 ���7 (\) � ��b # ���u��� ���, ���  

 
(�)  �s:� ���� ��b # ���� }� C����� �c 6����u��� 6?�^ ���7 (Z) � ��b # 

���
�7� ��'�� ����:� ���7 (X) � ����� 6���� 6����� C)�	:
 ���7 (\) � 
��b # 6��� $W�
���: ��#� $Wf 6����u��� ���,  

 

 ���7 (m) � ��b # ���� ���� }� C����
:� ����,  !�: 
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$!7 ��� 

���� }� C����� �c ���u�  

���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
Y\.YX ��� 

��<,��,6���  
Fish, fresh or chilled, excluding fish 

fillets and other fish meat of heading 

03.04. 

XY 

Y\.Y\ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Fish, frozen, excluding fish fillets and 

other fish meat of heading 03.04.  

XY 

Y\.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Fish fillets and other fish meat (whether 

or not minced), fresh, chilled or frozen. 

XY 

Y\.Y[ Y\Y[.ZY.ZY 7�d��� ��)��� ��� �3: 7���� ���� �� +x� 
(Cx�� 6��( � #5 67�x� �� |
(�) 
 

XY 

 Y\Y[.\Z.�Y 

Y\Y[.\X.�Y 

Y\Y[.\�.�Y 

}�
�, ��b�� �� ���b� ���b ����? ��e 
�7��� 
� �7
 ��_� ��x��
� 7�� (Cx�� 6��( 
� #5 67�x� �� |
(� &:) 

XY 

 Y\Y[.[�.�Y 

 

�l�l }�
� 7�� (��b�� ��� �� 
� ���),  
�7��� 
� (Cx�� 6��( � #5 67�x� �� |
(� 
&:) 

XY 

Y\.Y] Y\Y].Z].YY 
Y\Y].Zh.YY 

��7��� �<��x XY 

Ym.YX YmYX.ZY.ZY 
YmYX.XZ.ZY 
YmYX.X�.ZY 

+x� �	: �<�� j���� (Cx�� 6��( � #5) XY 

Ym.Y[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

7��
 ��� �l�l ��(� <�� # ) ��; 6���: 
6���  

XY 

Yh.YX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�(� �� ���� _�7�_�  XY 

Yh.Y� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Other vegetables, fresh or chilled. XY 

Y�.YX Y�YX.�Y.ZZ 
Y�YX.�Y.Z� 

�(� �� }�
� ~����, 6���� ��x��
� ��� �� 
� 
��� 

\Y 

Y�.Ym Y�Ym.[Y.\Z 
Y�Ym.[Y.\� 

�(� �� }�
� C7 XY 

Y�.Y[ Y�Y[.ZY.ZY 
Y�Y[.ZY.�Y 

�(� �� }�
� �7����q XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 Y�Y[.XY.ZY 
Y�Y[.XY.�Y 

�(� �� }�
� 6�q(�:� g� XY 

 Y�Y[.mY.ZY 

Y�Y[.mY.�Y 

�(� �� }�
� C�� XY 

 Y�Y[.[Y.ZY 

Y�Y[.[Y.�Y 

�(� �� }�
� 6�q XY 

 Y�Y[.�Y.ZZ 
Y�Y[.�Y.Z� 
Y�Y[.�Y.XZ 
Y�Y[.�Y.X� 

�(� �� }�
� �l�l 6�q (�:� g� XY 

Y�.Y] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�(� �� }�
� C�� g�  XY 

Y�.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Melons (including watermelons) and 

papaws (papayas), fresh. 

XY 

Y�.Y� ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�(� C���, 
����� ) ����� XY 

Y�.Y� ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Apricots, cherries, peaches (including 

nectarines), plums and sloes, fresh 

XY 

Y�.ZY ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�l�l �(� g�  XY 

Y�.YX Y�YX.\Y.YY Black tea (fermented) and partly 

fermented tea, in immediate packings 

of a content not exceeding 3 kg 

XY 

 Y�YX.mY.YY Other black tea (fermented) and other 

partly fermented tea 

XY 

Y�.Ym Y�Ym.ZZ.ZY 

Y�Ym.ZZ.�Y 

Y�Ym.ZX.YY 

63��7��<, �b # �� W���
� ��� �� 
� ��� XY 

Y�.Y] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

W���<�
 ��� W���<�
 3���� T� XY 

Y�.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

���  XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
Y�.Y� Y�Y�.\Z.ZY 

Y�Y�.\Z.�Y 

Y�Y�.\X.ZY 

Y�Y�.\X.�Y 

���<  

XY 

Y�.Y� Y�Y�.\Z.ZY 
Y�Y�.\Z.�Y 

Y�Y�.\X.ZY 

Y�Y�.\X.�Y 

�(�� 

XY 

Z[.Z\ Z[Z\.Z�.YY ��g��� 
������ �� ) ���� ��������, �l�l \Y 

Zh.YX ZhYX.\Y.XY Liquid glucose  XY 

 ZhYX.\Y.�Y Other glucose and glucose syrup XY 

 ZhYX.mY.YY Glucose and glucose syrup, containing 

in the dry state at least 20% but less than 

50% by weight of fructose, excluding 

invert sugar 

XY 

Zh.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6���� � 
� �7
 ~3�� �
�g��
��: (��W� 
<���_��) 

XY 

Z�.Y]  6���� � <���_ ��� �l�l ��¡ �$�����
�  
 Z�Y].XY.YY 6���� � <���_ ��� �l�l ��¡ �$�����
 (X 

6��(� ��¢# £�, ¤�� �� ��� C���� �!�� ��, 
6�U, +x�, W�
�W�� �� �l��� ��� j���� �) 

XY 

 Z�Y].\Z.YY 
Z�Y].\X.YY 

�g�
¥� <���_ (£�, ¤�� �� ��� C����) XY 

 Z�Y].�Y.YY �l�l XY 
Z�.YZ Z�YZ.ZY.YY �<�� 67�x�� }l 6!�� Z ����� ��}�W� 

&������ (l ��¡ ��7y: (6���� 
� Ym.YZ 6!�� 
Ym.Ym ¦� ��(�) 

XY 

 Z�YZ.XY.YY Mixes and dough’s for the preparation 

of bakers' wares of heading 19.05 

XY 

 Z�YZ.�Y.�Z Malt extract/food preparations Imported 

in bulk by VAT registered food 

processing industries 

XY 

 Z�YZ.�Y.�� �l�l ��¡ ��7y: XY 

Z�.YX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Pasta, whether or not cooked or stuffed 

or otherwise preapared; couscous 

\Y 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
Z�.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
Prepared foods obtained by the swelling 

or roasting of cereals or cereal products; 

all types of cereals 

\Y 

Z�.Y[ Z�Y[.\Z.YY Sweet biscuits m[ 

 Z�Y[.\X.YY Waffles and wafers m[ 

 Z�Y[.mY.YY Rusks, toasted bread and similar toasted 

products 

m[ 

 Z�Y[.�Y.YY Other m[ 

XY.Y[ XYY[.XY.YY ��_�_� �<�� m[ 

XY.Yh ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

����� g�� $�- (a�7, g��� 6(��, 7��7�����, 

g� �� ��W�7 � ����� ��� g� �� ��W��7� 6�U, 

�<�
 �� �l�l �7�t �W�! #  � ��� �� 
� ��� 

XY 

XY.Y� ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

g��� �� (C���� must ��) �� ��§� ��, 

3¨(��
� 
�� �� ����_ � 
��, �<�
 �� �l�l 

�7�t �W�! #  � ��� �� 
� ��� 

XY 

XZ.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�� ��� �d�� ��; mixed condiments, 

������ +x� ��� �l�l �� 

XY 

XZ.Y[ XZY[.YY.YY Ice cream and other edible ice, whether 

or not containing cocoa 

XY 

XZ.Y] XZY].�Y.ZY ~3�9 ��&� �7©b &: 6��7� ��
:� $¥f� 
&�p ��7y:, C�
�V�f� �a������� ?7� 
Y.[% �� ��¢# 

\[Y 

XZY].�Y.m� Other Stabilizer for milk ZY 

XZY].�Y.[Y Coffee mate in bulk imported by VAT 

registered milk foodstuffs manufacturers 

XY 

XZY].�Y.�Y �l�l XY 

XX.YZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Waters, including natural or artificial 

mineral waters and aerated waters, not 

containing added sugar or other 

sweetening matter nor flavoured; ice and 

snow 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
XX.YX XXYX.ZY.YY 6��7� ��
:�  Z[Y 

 XXYX.�Y.YY 

-�a��������� ����� Z[Y 

XX.Y\ XXY\.YY.YY 7ª ��� $¥f ����� X[Y 

XX.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�(� C���� 7¡, g| #g��� 7¡��; (XY.Y� 

6����¦� grape must &:) 

\[Y 

XX.Y[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

V��«! ��� �(� C���� ��: 7¡, ~���� \[Y 

XX.Y] XXY].YY.YY �l�l 3¨(��
� ��
:� (�W���b¬�� �����, 6��:) \[Y 

XX.Y� ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Undenatured ethyl alcohol of an 

alcoholic strength by volume of less 

than 80% volume, spirits, liquors and 

other spirituous beverages 

\[Y 

Xm.YZ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Unmanufactured Tobacco, Tobacco 

refuse 

]Y 

Xm.YX XmYX.ZY.YY �7���� ��: ��3��, �_ ) ��3������ \[Y 

 XmYX.XY.YY �7���� ��: ��3���_ \[Y 

 XmYX.�Y.YY ��� �� � ��®� ���� ��: ���x ��� �l�l Z[Y 

Xm.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�l�l $¥f¯ �7�� ��� �7(�:� �W�! #; 

�7���� “homogenised” �� “reconstituted” 

�
(#�� �� ~3�9 

Z[Y 

X[.YZ X[YZ.YY.XY Salt (other than pure sodium chloride) 

not in aqueous solution including salt 

boulder for crushing and salt in bulk 

XY 

 X[YZ.YY.\Y Rock salt, bhit lobon XY 

 X[YZ.YY.�� �l�l ��b XY 

X[.Z[ X[Z[.ZZ.YY 7��� #� ��� 6°V��|
 (C��� C���?� ±�² 
X.[% �� �� 6��:), ³� �� %́�V��� ��# 
 

XY 

 X[Z[.ZX.YY Merely cut, by sawing or otherwise, into 

blocks or slabs of a rectangular 

(including square) shape 

XY 

 X[Z[.XY.YY Ecsussine and other calcareous 

monumental or building stone; alabaster 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
X[.Z] X[Z].ZZ.YY  y�
��_ (%́�V��� ��#)  XY 

 X[Z].ZX.YY y�
��_: ��� s��� �� �l $���� £� �!�� 
<@¦ #( �� �3 #���� ¤�� ������ ��# 

XY 

 X[Z].�Y.ZY 6��µ�� 6U�
 ZY 

X[.Zh X[Zh.ZY.�Y Pebbles, gravel, broken or crushed stone 

(excl. imported by VAT registered 

ceramic products manufacturing 

industries) 

\Y 

X[.X\ X[X\.XZ.YY 6��_ #v�� ���7¶: ��W�, ¯�^7V��� ��:
 ��� ��� 
�� 
� ��� 

XY 

 X[X\.X�.YY �l�l 6��_ #v�� ���7¶ XY 

Xh.ZY XhZY.ZX.\� �l�l ����� �� ) �$�����
; �l�l XY 

 XhZY.ZX.[Y �l�l 7·7 �� ) �$�����
 XY 

 XhZY.ZX.]� c�� ��: �l�l XY 

 XhZY.Z�.Z� ¸���
: ��: �l�l XY 

 XhZY.Z�.\\ C���� �������	 6��°�����7, _�³��� XY 

 XhZY.Z�.\� �l�l V��: �� ) �$�����
� (°��g�7�� ���� 
) 6��V 
�¹�� j����g
 &:) 

XY 

Xh.ZZ XhZZ.XZ.YY $�¯�� c��, c��:� ��%��  ZYY 

X�.Yh X�Yh.YY.YY ����g���� ����, )����7 XY 

X�.Z[ X�Z[.hY.\Z 

X�Z[.hY.\X 
Sodium salt of palmitic acid (soap 

noodle) imported by other 

XY 

X�.Zh X�Zh.\X.ZY Pharmaceutical grade imported under 
block list by VAT registered 
pharmaceutical industry 

XY 

 X�Zh.\X.�Y ����º��� ��! #��!��_� (�� ) ��) ZY 
 X�Zh.\\.YY Dinonyl or didecyl orthophthalates XY 
 X�Zh.\m.YY Other esters of orthophthalic acid XY 
 X�Zh.\�.YY Other plasticizer XY 

\X.Y� \XY�.ZY.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 

Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 

concerned Government Department and 

VAT registered manufacturer as raw 

material for their product 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 \XY�.ZY.�Y �����U�� 6��(� �l�l 6��¶�, V��b #� (�
��7� 
6������) 

XY 

 \XY�.XY.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 

Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 

concerned Government Department and 

VAT registered manufacturer as raw 

material for their product 

XY 

 \XY�.XY.�� Other paints based on acrylic or vinyl 

polymers, in a non-aqueous medium 

XY 

 \XY�.�Y.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 

Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 

concerned Government Department and 

VAT registered manufacturer as raw 

material for their product 

XY 

 \XY�.�Y.�Y �l�l 6��¶�, V��b #� ��� 6���� XY 

\X.Y� \XY�.ZY.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 

Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 

concerned Government Department and 

VAT registered manufacturer as raw 

material for their product 

XY 

 \XY�.ZY.�Y ��`��� �V
��� ���7�� 6��(� �l�l 6��¶ 
�� V��b #� (�
��7� ) 6������) 

XY 

 \XY�.�Y.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 
Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 
concerned Government Department and 
VAT registered manufacturer as raw 
material for their product 

XY 

 \XY�.�Y.�Y �l�l 6��¶�, V��b #� ��� 6���� XY 
\X.ZY \XZY.YY.ZY Paints and varnishes imported by 

Bangladesh Biman,  flying club, 
concerned Government Department and 
VAT registered manufacturer as raw 
material for their product 

XY 

 \XZY.YY.XY Prepared water pigments of a kind used 

for finishing leather, for cleaning 

footwear in tablet form 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
 \XZY.YY.�Y �l�l 6��¶, ���b #� (�
��7�, 6���� ) 

���UB����) 
XY 

\\.Y\ \\Y\.YY.YY ~3�9 ) $��	
: ���
 \Y 
\\.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
6�»¼ # �!�� $��	
 ��7y: ��� ²� ���< #�� 
$��	
 ��7y: (½��	 &�p �W�! # &:), 
��
�¾
 �� ��
 ¿�
 ��7y:; ��, 
� �� ����� 
$��	
 ��7y:�� 

m[ 

\\.Y[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6�� ���< #�� &�p ��7y: ]Y 

\\.Y] \\Y].ZY.YY 6�
|�À� XY 

 \\Y].�Y.YY «�3��� �� W¨�� (l &�p �l�l ��7y: XY 

\\.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 
(\\Yh.�Y.YY 

&:) 

6��V� C�3, 6��V� ��� �� 6��V� �7� &��� # 
��7y:; ��:��� �3 #9 Á�:���b &�p ��7y:, 
�������_�: ��� �l�l ~3�9, $��	
: ) _���_ 
��7y:  � �l 6��!�) ��b # �� �5¦ #� 
��; ��?� 
�3 #9 
��� (~3�9 � ��� �� 
� ���) �!�� 
(:��Â
��� ?7� !��� �� 
� !���) 

XY 

 \\Yh.�Y.YY �l�l \Y 

\m.YZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

����
 ��� ����
 ������ &�p ����g� ��|V 
��7y: ��� �7(�:� �� 

XY 

\m.YX \mYX.�Y.ZY ��_���(¶ XY 

\m.Y[ \mY[.ZY.YY Polishes, creams and similar 
preparations for footwear or leather 

XY 

\].YZ \]YZ.YY.YY ���Ã��� ������ \Y 

\].YX \]YX.YY.YY ��: ���Ä���, ���Ä��� ������ &: \Y 

\].Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

C����( ��3
���� 6Å���, 6��
 ���_, g3 
��3
�� ��� �l�l �������_��
� �� 

\Y 

\].Y[ \]Y[.YY.YY �W������; ���
�7� ��'� \].Ym �� 
�������_��
� �� ��7y: &: 

XY 

\�.Y� \�Y�.�Z.XZ Mosquito coil; aerosol; mosquito 

repellent 

XY 

\�.Xm \�Xm.�Y.XY Chlorinated parafin wax ZY 

\�.Zh \�Zh.XZ.YY Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of 

polymers of ethylene 

\Y 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 \�Zh.XX.YY Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of 

polymers of propylene  

\Y 

 \�Zh.X\.�Y Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of 
polymers of vinyl chloride (excluding 
PVC shrinkable tube (plain)) 

\Y 

 \�Zh.X�.�Z Fibre glass imported by VAT registered 
electric fan manufacturers 

\Y 

 \�Zh.X�.�� Tubes, pipes and hoses, rigid of other 
plastics (excluding Silicone tubing for 
laboratory use; Hoses pipe for gas 
cylinder) 

\Y 

\�.Z� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Æ��U��� ��: 6Å�� ��V����, )��� �!�� ����� 
��V����, 6��g ������V ��� �� 
� ��� (6��� 
�!�� _��� C����) 

XY 

\�.Z� \�Z�.�Y.�� Æ��U��� ��: 6��g ������V 6Æ_, �:_, �gÇ, 
g���, 6_�, È:� ��� �l�l Åa�_ C¯� (6��� 
C����) (u�� �
��9 $���
 &�) 

ZY 

\�.XY  Æ��U��� 6Æ_, �:_, �gÇ, g���, È:� (

-
6�,���, ���
�g�� #� 
��, �l 6��
 �W�! # s��� 
v��7�
�_�, ������� 
f � -B ���� �l��	 
� ���	 
-r��  ���� �%���): 

 

 \�XY.XY.ZY �����
� C���� 6$������
 ���7���� ��: (½�	 
��w ��#� C7W��
¯ ½�	 $����
� $a�
¯ 
£���U¦� �� &:) 

ZY 

 \�XY.m�.XZ Printed PVC sheet Imported by VAT 

registered SIM card or Smart card 

manufacturing industry 

XY 

 \�XY.m�.X� �$�¶� ���V�� �:_ XY 

 \�XY.]X.ZY �����
� C���� ��� �!����
 6_��g�!���_� ��: XY 

 \�XY.]�.ZY �����
� C���� �l�l �����U���� ��: ZY 

 \�XY.�X.ZY �����
� C���� Æ��U��� ��: ���7���� ZY 

 \�XY.��.�Y �l�l Æ��U� �:_ ZY 

\�.XZ  Æ��U��� ��: �l�l 6Æ_, �:_, �gÇ, g��� ) 
È:� (6�,���, ���
�g�� #�, �l 6��
 �W�! # s��� 
v��7�
�_�, ������_ #� �� �l 6��
 �W��! #� ���! 
�d�� ����� �7�{): 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 \�XZ.Z�.�Y Other celluer plate/sheet/film/foil of 

plastic 

XY 

 \�XZ.�Y.�Z �����
� C���� �l�l Æ��U��� ��: 6�,���, 
V���
��(�, 67_����(� �� �d�� Æ��U� 

\Y 

 \�XZ.�Y.�� �����
� &: �l�l Æ��U��� ��: 6�,���, 
V���
��(�, 67_����(� �� �d�� Æ��U� 

XY 

\�.XX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Æ��U��� ��: ��!_��, ��)��� ��!, ��É, )��� 
6���
, ����_, v��V_�: j�
, �:_ ) �V��, Å���� 
��U�b #� ��� �d�� ���
_��: )�a��� 

XY 

\�.X\  �� ��
 �� j���� �� (l &�p Æ��U��� ��: 
�&��W� 

 

 \�X\.ZY.YY Æ��U��� ��: ��Ê, 6���, 6`_ ��� �7(�:� 
�� 

m[ 

 \�X\.XZ.YY Sacks and bags (including cones) of 

polymers of ethylene other than plastics 

m[ 

 \�X\.X�.�Y Sacks and bags (including cones) of 

other plastics 

m[ 

 \�X\.\Y.�Y ��� #�, 6���, Å�Ë ) �7(�:� �� (½��	� ���� 
) �
������� ��¶�
�� &:) 

m[ 

 \�X\.mY.�Y 
 

Other Spools, caps, bobbins and similar 
supports 

m[ 

 \�X\.[Y.YY Stoppers, lids, caps and other closures m[ 
 \�X\.�Y.�Y Æ��U� j���_� m[ 

\�.Xm \�Xm.ZY.YY Æ��U��� 6_���)�a�� �� ���<
)�a�� m[ 
 \�Xm.�Y.ZY Feeding Bottles XY 
 \�Xm.�Y.�Y �l�l m[ 

\�.X[ \�X[.XY.YY Æ��U��� ��: W�(�, (�
��� ) ����W� 6À7 ��� 
W�(�� threshold 

m[ 

 \�X[.\Y.YY Æ��U��� ��: ��_��, £��� ��� ����W� ��_ #� XY 

 \�X[.�Y.YY Æ��U��� ��: �l�l ��µ�� # )�a�� XY 

\�.X] \�X].ZY.YY Æ��U��� ��: ��g� ��� Ì� ��7y: XY 

 \�X].mY.YY Statuettes ��� �l�l z��Í�� �&��W \Y 

 \�X].�Y.�� Æ��U��� ��: �l�l �&��W \Y 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

mY.ZZ mYZZ.ZY.YY 67�_� 3��x� _���� XY 

mY.Z] mYZ].�Z.YY Floor coverings and mats XY 

mX.YX ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Trunks, suit-case, vanity-cases, 

executive-cases, brief-cases, school 

satchels, spectacle cases,binocular cases, 

camera cases,musical instrument cases, 

guncases, holsters and similar 

containers; travelling-bags, insulated 

food or beverages bags toilet bags, 

rucksacks, handbags, shopping bags, 

wallets, purses, map-cases, cigarette-

cases, tobacco pouches, tool bags, sports 

bags, bottle-cases, ewellery boxes, 

powder-boxes, cutlery cases and similar 

containers, of leather or of composition 

leather, of sheeting of plastics, of textile 

materials, of vulcanised fibre or of 

paperboard, or wholly or mainly covered 

with such materials or with paper. 

XY 

mX.Y\ mXY\.\Y.YY Belts and bandoliers XY 

 mXY\.mY.YY Other clothing accessories  XY 

mm.ZY �� 

mm.ZX 

��� 

��<,��,6��� 

(mmZZ.ZX.YY, 

mmZZ.Z\.YY ) 

mmZZ.Zm.YY 

&:) 

��� $��� ��| #�a�� 6��� #, )�����¶� È�� 6��� # 

) �7(�:� 6��� #, g����� 6��� #, ��� # 6��� #, Æ����, 

�V�
��� # j��
�� ) �7(�:� 6��7�
�_� �� 

ZY 

mm.Z� ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

W�(�, (�
���, ����W� 6À7 ) 6Î����µ, j����_ 

j��
�, ��_����, ����3� ) 6�� ��� �7(�:� 

�� 

ZY 
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��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
m�.YX m�YX.[m.ZY 

m�YX.[m.�Y 
Other paper and paperboard, not 

containing fibres obtained  by a 

mechanical or chemi-mechanical process 

or of which not more than 10% by weight 

of the total fibre content consists of such 

fibres of weighing less than 40 g/m² (Excl. 

imported by VAT registered 

manufacturing industries) 

ZY 

m�.Z\ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

��3���_ 6����, ���( 7 ��# ��� �� 
� ��� 
�!�� q���_ �� |���� C���� 

ZYY 

m�.Z� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

_���_ 6����, |~a 6����, _�)��� �� l����
 
6���� �� �7(�:� ��, z�%��:, 6��
_��: �� 
�d�� ���( &�p 

\Y 

m�.Z� m�Z�.ZY.YY 

 

Cartons, boxes and cases, of corrugated 

paper and paperboard 

ZY 

 m�Z�.XY.YY ¹�< ��Ï j������� (l Ð�ÆÊ C�_�� 6�� 
&: 

-�����3�_� 6���� ) 6���� 6���� #� ��: 
6g��µ� ��� #
, ��Ê ) 6�� 

ZY 

 m�Z�.\Y.YY ���� ��� &�3� (mY 6�. �7 ) Á¢# $% 6�( 
����t) 

ZY 

m�.XZ m�XZ.ZY.YY �$�¶� 6��V�� XY 

m�.X\ m�X\.�Y.�\ 

m�X\.�Y.�m 

Surface coloured or printed paper or 

paper board 

XY 

m�.YZ m�YZ.ZY.YY Printed Books, Brochures, leaflets, 

similar printed matter in single sheets, 

wheather or not folded 

ZY 

m�.ZZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�����
� ���, g�_�y�g��� �l�l �����
� �� 
��7y: 

ZY 

[Y.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Woven fabrics of silk or of silk waste. m[ 

[X.Y� 
��� 
[X.ZX 

��� 
��<,��,6��� 

)�V
 6g�ÑÊ XY 
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�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
[m.Yh ��� 

[m.Y� 

��� 
��<,��,6��� 
([mYh.ZY.ZY 

&:) 

)�V
 6g�ÑÊ XY 

[[.ZX 
��� 
[[.Z] 

��� 
��<,��,6��� 

)�V
 6g�ÑÊ XY 

[].Y[ []Y[.YY.ZY Metalized round yarn XY 

[h.YZ 

��� 

[h.Y[ 

��� 

��<,��,6��� 

���� #_ ) �l�l 6_Ê_��� 6Å�� CÒ�W
 XY 

[�.YZ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Woven pile fabrics and chenille fabrics, 

other than fabrics of heading 58.02 or 

58.06. 

XY 

[�.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Tulles and other net fabrics, not 

including woven, knitted or crocheted 

fabrics; lace in the piece, in strips or in 

motifs, other than fabrics of  headings 

60.02 to 60.06. 

XY 

[�.Y\ [�Y\.ZY.�Y Other textile fabrics, impregnated, 

coated, covered or laminated with 

polyvinyl chloride 

XY 

 [�Y\.XY.�Y Other textile fabrics, impregnated, 

coated, covered or laminated with 

polyurethane 

XY 

 [�Y\.�Y.�Y Other textile fabrics with polyurethane XY 

]Y.YZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Pile fabrics, including "long pile" fabrics 

and terry fabrics, knitted or crocheted. 

XY 

]Y.YX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width 

not exceeding 30 cm, containing by 

weight 5% or more of elastomeric yarn 

or rubber thread, other than those of 

heading 60.01. 

XY 
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�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
]Y.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width 

not exceeding 30 cm, other than those of 

heading 60.01 or 60.02 

XY 

]Y.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Knitted or crocheted fabrics of a width 

exceeding 30 cm, containing by weight 

5% or more of elastomeric yarn or 

rubber thread, other those of heading 

60.01 

XY 

]Y.Y[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Warp knit fabrics (including those made 
on galloon knitting machines), other 
than of headings 60.01 to 60.04 

XY 

]Y.Y] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Other knitted or crocheted fabrics XY 

]Z.YZ ��� 
]Z.YX 

 

��� 
��<,��,6���  

)V�����_, ���-6��_, 6���, 6Ó��, �a��
�� a�� 
(�Ë-(a���_��), ����<_��, ���-(a���_ ��� 
�7(�:� ��, �
�_� �� `���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

6����W� ~a_, �
��Ô�, (a���_, 6£(��, °��(��, 

��� ) 6Ñ� )V����, �Ñ< ) �_ #� (�¨���� 6����� 

��x�), �
�_� �� `���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

67���W� ~a_, �
��Ô�, (a���_, 6£(��, 6Õ�, Ë�_ #, 

��V����� Ë�_ #, °��(��, ��� ) 6Ñ� )V����, �Ñ< 

) �_ #� (�¨���� 6����� ��x�), �
�_� �� `���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Y[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6����W� ��_ #, �
�_� �� `���_� m[ 

]Z.Y] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

67���W� £��(, ��_ # ��� ��_ #-£��(, �
�_� �� 
`���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6����W� C���j�¶, �Ñg, 
��_��_ #, ���(�7�, 
��!����, 6Õ��� 3��
 ��� �7(�:� ��, �
�_� �� 
`���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Y� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

67���W� �¤�, 6�|���_, �Ñg, j��¶, 
��_�Õ�, 
���(�7�, 6
3���(, ��!����, 6Õ��� 3��
 ��� 
�7(�:� ��, �
�_� �� `���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Y� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

|-��_ #, �����_ ��� �l�l 6VU, �
�_� �� 
`���_� 

m[ 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
]Z.ZY ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
(]ZZY.ZX.YY 

) ]ZZY.Z�.YY 
&:) 

(��� #, ±�)V��, ���� #3�
, )��U���_ ��� 
�7(�:� ��, �
�_� �� `���_� (���Ö�: ��3� �� 
�l $�b:� �� 6��7 s��� ��: ��7y: &:) 

m[ 

]Z.ZZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

��}�W� 3��7 #¶� ) 6Ó��W� ��Ê���(, �
�_� �� 
`���_� 

m[ 

]Z.Z\ ]ZZ\.YY.YY �
�_� �� `���_� 6g�Ñ�Ê� ([�.Y\, [�.Y] �� 
[�.Yh 6���� ��) ��: 3��7 #¶� 

m[ 

]Z.Zm ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�l�l 3��7 #¶�, �
�_� �� `���_�  m[ 

]Z.Z[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

j��¶ 6���, _��_�, U����, ��� ��� �l�l 
6�������: (6V�����( ����� (l U���� ��� 
6������:
 i���), �
�_� �� `���_�  

m[ 

]Z.Z] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

×�V�, �7�_
� ��� �7_�, �
�_� �� `���_� m[ 

]Z.Zh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

(]ZZh.�Y.�Y 
&:)  

�l�l �
�_� �� `���_� 6Ó��W� ��Ê���(; 
3��7 #¶� �� 6Ó��W� ��Ê����(� ��� (6��_ #� 
C�|�g_ ������ &�p �
-�a��, �a�É��_ 
�a��W &:) 

m[ 

]X.YZ 
6!�� 

]X.ZY � #5 

��� 
��<,��,6��� 

±��, 7���� ) ��}�W� ��� 	��
� ��: 6�����, 
�5� #�� ) �7(�:� �� (�¨���� 6����� ��x�) 

m[ 

]X.ZZ ]XZZ.\X.YY 

]XZZ.\\.YY 

]XZZ.\�.YY 

]XZZ.mX.YY 

]XZZ.m\.YY 

]XZZ.m�.YY 

°a�� ~a_ ) �l�l 3��7 #¶� (�¨���� 6����� ) 
�Ë-~a_ &:) 

XY 

]X.ZX 
6!�� 

]X.Zh � #5 

��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6Ñ�����, 3�� #�, ����_, 6Ñ�, ��������, 3�_ #��, 
�7��, ���, Ë�g#, 7�g���, ¹��¶��, 6V��, _��, 
6��-_��, `a��V_, ×�V�, �7�_�, �7_� ��� 
�7(�:� 6Ó��W� ��Ê���( ) �� ��� 

m[ 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

]\.YZ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

��� $��� ��7: �Ô� XY 

]\.YX ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

6�� ���

, 6_��� ���

, _���_ ���

 ��� 

���<
 ���

 

 

XY 

]\.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�W #� (6Õ���) ��� ��¶���� ����; �W #� �� 6�� 

Va���� 

XY 

]\.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�l�l C���� (�m.Ym 6���� �� �� &:) XY 

]m.YX ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Other footwear with outer soles and 

uppers of rubber or plastics. 

m[ 

]m.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, 

plastics, leather or composition leather 

and uppers of leather. 

m[ 

]m.Ym ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Footwear with outer soles of rubber, 

plastics, leather or composition leather 

and uppers of textile materials. 

m[ 

]m.Y[ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

Other footwear. m[ 

]m.Y] ]mY].ZY.ZY 

]mY].ZY.�Y 

]mY].XY.ZY 

]mY].XY.�Y 

Upper and outer soles and heels XY 

]h.YX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Artificial flowers, foliage and fruit and 
parts thereof; articles made of artificial 
flowers, foliage or fruit 

XY 

]�.YX ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Granite, marble, travertine and alabaster 
and other stone 

]Y 

]�.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Ceramic building bricks, flooring 

blocks, support or filler tiles and the 

like. 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
]�.Y[ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
Roofing tiles, chimney-pots, cowls, 

chimney liners, architectural ornaments 

and other ceramic constructional goods. 

XY 

]�.Y] ]�Y].YY.YY Ceramic pipes, conduits, guttering and 

pipe fittings. 

XY 

]�.Yh ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�dØ� �����7� $Ù� g�� ��� �
��
�  
$Ù� �!�� 6W����� _����; �dØ� �����7� 
67�(��� ���� ��� �7(�:� ��, 6��
 �¥f� 
��� %��� ��� �� 
� ��� 

]Y 

]�.Y� ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�Ø� �����7� $Ù� g�� ��� �
��
� $Ù� 
�!�� 6W����� _����; <�<�� �����7� 67�(��� 
���� ��� �7(�:� ��, 6��
 �¥f� ��� %��� 
��� �� 
� ��� 

]Y 

]�.ZY 

 

��� 
��<,��,6���  

�����7��� ��É, )��� 6���
, )��� 6���
 
j���U��, ��!_��, ����, )��_�� Ó�(_ j�
, 
Å���� ��U�
 #, ����
�� ) �7(�:� 6��
_��: 
�gÊ�� # 

]Y 

]�.ZZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�<
�7�| �� 6��������
� ��: 6_��� )�a��, ���<
 
)�a�� ) �l�l z�%��: ��� _���_ ��7y: 

]Y 

]�.ZX ]�ZX.YY.YY �����7��� ��: 6_��� )�a��, ���<
 )�a�� ) 
�l�l z�%��: ��7y: 

]Y 

]�.Z\ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Statuettes and other ornamental ceramic 

articles. 

]Y 

]�.Zm ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�l�l �����7� ��7y:  ]Y 

hY.YX hYYX.\�.�Y ×�� |�� XY 

hY.Y\ hYY\.ZX.YY ��b #V��� ��¯ 

 )�a��� �:_ C���� ��U 
�!�� 6��� ×�� (�¬Ò, Å��Ú/�a��(���¶��, 
���Å�º� ��� �� 
� ���)  

XY 

 hYY\.Z�.YY �l�l ��U �!�� 6��� ×�� 

-)�a�� # �:_ XY 

 hYY\.XY.YY ��U �!�� 6��� ×�� )�a�� # �:_ XY 

 hYY\.\Y.YY ��U �!�� 6��� ×�� 6$�g���� XY 

hY.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Õ
 ×�� ��� 6��
 ×�� �:_, �a��(���¶ !��� �� 

� !���, ���Å�º� ��� �� 
� ��� 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
hY.Y[ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

�:_ C���� 6Å�_ ×�� ��� ����g� y��� �� 
����� ×��, 6���� �, $�g�
 �� $�g�
�:
 
Ù�����t ��� �� 
� ���, �l 6��
 ��( ��� 
� 

m[ 

hY.Yh hYYh.Z�.YY Other tempered safety glass XY 

 hYYh.X�.YY Other laminated safety glass XY 

hY.Y� hYY�.�Z.�Y 6À7���:
 �l�l �¨�<� C�
� XY 

 hYY�.�X.�Y 6À7 � �l�l �¨�<� C�
� XY 

hY.Z\ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6_���, ����8�, _���_, ��g�, �
���� 
6�������
 �!�� ����� ��n�o &������ 
��� �3: �¨�<� �(��^ (hY.ZY ) hY.Z� 6���� 
�� �� &:) 

m[ 

hY.Z] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Paving blocks, slabs, bricks, squares, 

tiles and other articles of pressed or 

moulded glass, whether or not wired, of 

a kind used for building or construction 

purposes; glass cubes and other glass 

smallwares, whether or not on a 

backing, for mosaics or similar 

decorative purposes; leaded lights and 

the like; multi-cellular or foam glass in 

blocks, panels, plates, shells or similar 

forms. 

XY 

hY.Z� hYZ�.ZY.YY Glass beads, imitation pearls, imitation 
precious or semi-precious stones and 
similar glass small wares 

ZY 

hZ.YX hZYX.ZY.YY 

hZYX.\Z.YY 

�7Üb �:�� XY 

 hZYX.\�.YY 7Üb �:�� ]Y 

hZ.Zh ��� 

��<,��,6��� 

��7�_�
 i�����:  XY 

hX.Z\ ��� 

��<,��,6���  

Bars and rods, hot-rolled, in irregularly 

wound coils, of iron or non-alloy steel. 

m[ 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
hX.Zm ��� 

��<,��,6���  
Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy 

steel, not further worked than forged, 

hot-rolled, hot-drawn or hot-extruded, 

but including those twisted after rolling. 

m[ 

hX.Z[ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Other bars and rods of iron or non-alloy 

steel. Of free-cutting steel, not further 

worked than cold-formed or 

cold-finished 

m[ 

hX.Z] ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Angles, shapes and sections of iron or 

non-alloy steel. 

XY 

h\.Y\ h\Y\.YY.YY ��U C���
� ��: |�� ����� XY 

h\.Ym h\Ym.ZZ.XY 

h\Ym.Z�.XY 

-��� -	� w�� ���� ����� A�� ���� ����W 
�:���� A�� � ��� -	� ��� ���� 

78 

 h\Ym.�Y.YY C��
 �!�� t:��� ��: �l�l |��, ���� ��� 
g¨�� 6$�g���, ��7��� (Seamless) 

XY 

h\.Y] h\Y].ZZ.XY 
h\Y].Z�.XY 

���� �!�� c�� ���� ����
 &�p ���
 ����, 
(�V��� &�� � ��Ý �!�� �� �
��) 

XY 

 h\Y].XZ.XY 
h\Y].X�.XY 

���� ) c���� �Õ��� �� ���( &�p 6���� 
��� |���� (�V��� &�� � ��Ý �!�� �� �
��) 

XY 

 h\Y].\Y.YY Other, welded, of circular cross-section 
of iron or non-alloy steel  

XY 

 h\Y].mY.YY Other, welded, of circular cross-section, 
of stainless steel  

XY 

 h\Y].[Y.YY Other, welded, of circular cross-section, 
of other alloy steel  

XY 

 h\Y].]Z.YY Other, welded, of non-circular cross-
section of square or rectangular cross-
section 

XY 

 h\Y].]�.YY Other, welded, of non-circular cross-
section of other non-circular cross-section 

XY 

 h\Y].�Y.YY Other, welded, of non-circular cross-
section: Other 

XY 

h\.XY h\XY.ZY.YY �:g Þ:� XY 
h\.XZ h\XZ.ZZ.YY c�� ¸���
:� ��� �3: �� c�� ��� �l�l �V� 

¸���
:� ��� �3: ����� �(��^ ��� 6Æ_ 
3�7���� 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
h\.X\ h\X\.�\.YY 

h\X\.�m.YY 

h\X\.��.YY 

Table/kitchenware of stainless steel XY 

h\.Xm ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

6U�
��� U:��� ��É, )��� 6���
 ����  ®���, 
)��_�� ¿�� ��� ��!��7� �l�l �g|�� ) 
�gÊ�� # 

XY 

hm.Z� hmZ�.XY.YY ������ ��: 6��
_��: )�a�� ) ����  ®��� XY 

h].Yh h]Yh.XY.ZY 6����/6���� 6��� # s��� &�ß� �a�,a�7�
��7 g���, 
���
 ��� �� 
� ���, 6���/���/���
 C���� 

XY 

h].Z[ h]Z[.XY.YY �a�,�7�
��7 ���
_��: )�a�� )  ®��� XY 

�X.ZX �XZX.ZY.YY 6�(� XY 

 �XZX.XY.Z� 6U�
��� U:� 6£� XY 

 �XZX.XY.�Y �l�l XY 

 �XZX.�Y.YY 6�(� ��_ #� XY 

�\.YZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Padlocks and locks (key, combination or 
electrically operated), of base metal; clasps 
and frames with clasps, incorporating 
locks, of base metal; keys for any of the 
foregoing articles, of base metal. 

XY 

�m.Yh ��� 
�m.Y� 

�mYh.\Z.ZY 
�mYh.\X.ZY 
�mYh.\\.ZY 
�mY�.XY.ZY 

�� 6È������t ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à������ ���
 XY 

 �mYh.\Z.XY 
�mYh.\X.XY 
�mYh.\\.XY 
�mY�.XY.XY 

<�� 6È������t ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à������ ���
 XY 

�m.Zm �mZm.[Z.YY ZX[ )��_ �� �� �
��� 7_� � 6_���, 6Å��, 
)���, �����, �����, (�
��� ) ���W� ga�
 

m[ 

 �mZm.�Y.ZY ga�
 ��  ®��� m[ 

�m.Z[ �mZ[.ZY.�Y 

�mZ[.XY.�Y 

�mZ[.�Z.�Y 
�mZ[.�X.�Y 
�mZ[.�\.�Y 

7_�<��� ���� � ��� �á� ) C� #� ����#
 
�� ~��	� �Ô��, C� #� â!�V��� �
�®b ��� 
 �� 
� ���� ����ta �Ô�� �:�� �
�®b���: 
 ®  

ZYY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

   ®����  

 �mZ[.�Y.ZY �
���� �!�� C�_���� ���
_ ZYY 

  �l�l  ®����  

 �mZ[.�Y.�Z Va�_ 6��(t�� # ���� ����
�� $¥f���� $���
 
��#� C7W��
¯ 

]Y 

 �mZ[.�Y.�� �l�l C7W��
���� ��#� C7W��
¯ ]Y 

�m.Z� ��� 
��<,��,6���  
(�mZ�.]Z.ZY, 
�mZ�.]�.ZY, 
�mZ�.]�.�\, 
�mZ�.]�.�[, 

&:) 

6��À(���_�, �À(�� ��� �7(�:� ��; ��_ 
��B; 6��À(���|� g��
 #<�� 

\Y 

�m.XZ �mXZ.X\.YY 

�mXZ.X�.�Y 

�gª�� XY 

�[.Ym �[Ym.\X.YY Other transformer having a power 

handling capacity exceeding 1 kVA but 

not exceeding 16 kVA 

XY 

 �[Ym.\\.YY Other transformer having a power 

handling capacity exceeding 16 kVA but 

not exceeding 500 kVA 

XY 

�[.Y] �[Y].ZY.YY ¹����
( ��� �Ê��� &�_��: XY 

 �[Y].\Y.YY Mercuric oxide battery XY 

 �[Y].mY.YY Silver oxide battery XY 

 �[Y].[Y.YY Lithium battery XY 

 �[Y].]Y.YY Air-zinc battery XY 

 �[Y].�Y.YY Other primary cells and primary 

batteries 

XY 

�[.Yh �[Yh.ZY.YY  �:� ���� &�_��: ) �����°� �a��«��_� XY 

 �[Yh.XY.�Y Other lead acid accumulators XY 

�[.ZY �[ZY.ZY.YY Shavers XY 

�[.Z� �[Z�.XY.YY ���
, &����
�_, &��� ��� #, 6_���
 �a��W s��� 
<��� ���� 6���� #� �� ���$������� �����_��,   
��b # ��: 

XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 �[Z�.\Y.YY _�b # 6_��� (6��� #-6��), ��b # ��: XY 

 �[Z�.�Z.XY  �l�l ���� 6���� #� �� ���$������� �����_�� 
(¹�3�
|�, ��|�a�� �!�� 6��7���º� �7���� 
&�������:), ��b # ��: 

XY 

 �[Z�.��.XY �l�l ���� 6���� #� �� ���$������� �����_��, 
��b # ��: 

XY 

�[.XZ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

�V��) 6���� #� �� ��$������ ��  ®���, �V��) 
|�
�� � ��� �� 
� ��� 

XY 

�[.XX �[XX.�Y.XY 6����� �$�¶� ����#_ 6��� # (�[.XZ 6����¦� 
���� (l) 

XY 

�[.X\ �[X\.[X.YY ã�_ # ��� #� ZY 

�[.Xh �[Xh.ZX.YY  ���_ ���( 6���) �a���_ 6Æ���, ��b # ��: XY 

 �[Xh.XZ.YY  ���� 6���� #� �� �k��W�
�  ® ��� ��( 
67�_�3�x:� &���� ��� �3: ������� ��� ��x� 
<��
�?7 
�� ���� 6���) �ä<�� y��� ®, 
6���) 6_���g�
 �� 6���) 6_��y�g y��b �?7 
 ®��� ���� 6���� #� �� ���� ���$������� 
 ®�����,  ��b # ��: 

ZY 

 �[Xh.�Z.YY ���� 6���� #� �� �k��W�
�  ® ��� ��( ������� 
��� ��x� <��
�?7 ���� �l�l 6���) �ä<�� 
y���  ®, 6���) 6_���g�
 �� 6���) 6_��y�g 
y��b �?7  ®��� ���� 6���� #� �� ���� ±
� 
�k��W
?7  ®����� 

ZY 

�[.X� �[X�.hX.YY ��;
 6_���V�
  XY 

�[.X� �[X�.�Y.XZ 

�[X�.�Y.X� 

|�V ��� #�� 6_���V�
 ��_ #� (|�V �k��W
���: 
��w &: �l�l C7W��
� 6?�^) 

XY 

 �[X�.�Y.\Z 

  

6����� �$�¶� ����#_ 6��� # �[.Xh ��� �[.X� 
6����¦� ���� (l (Va�_ 6��(t�� # |�V 
�k��W
���: $���
 ��#� C7W��
� 6?�^) 

\Y 

 �[X�.�Y.\� 

  

6����� �$�¶� ����#_ 6��� # �[.Xh ��� �[.X� 
6����¦� ���� (l (�l�l C7W��
���� ��#� 
C7W��
¯) 

XY 

�[.\] �[\].[Y.YY Other switches XY 

 �[\].]Z.YY Lamp-holders ZY 

 �[\].]�.YY Plugs and sockets XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

 �[\].hY.YY Connectors for optical fibres, optical 

fibre bundles or cables 

ZY 

 �[\].�Y.YY Other apparatus ZY 

�[.\� �[\�.XZ.�Y Tungsten halogen ZY 

 �[\�.XX.YY 

�[\�.X�.�Y 

C�°�V������_/�
À�-6�� v�B &: �l�l 
�g���7¶ v�B): �l�l 

XY 

 �[\�.\Z.�Y �
��(# 6��V� v�B &: �l�l å����¶, �_ 
�a��!�� v�B 

m[ 

 �[\�.\X.�Y 

�[\�.\�.�Y 

�����_� ����_ v�B ) ��:?�3��� &�p 
v�B &: �l�l 7��#��:, 6������7 �� 67_�� 
�a����� v�B 

ZY 

�[.mX �[mX.\�.ZY ��7 ��� # XY 

�[.mm �[mm.Z�.�Y ����� )�a��� �l�l XY 

 �[mm.XY.YY �s-�? ����t (co-axial) �� ��� �l�l �s-

�? ����t (co-axial) ���a�� ������: 

\Y 

 �[mm.mX.YY Other electric conductors for a voltage 

not exceeding 1,000 V fitted with 

connectors 

XY 

�[.m[ �[m[.�Y.�Y v�B ��� #
, &�_��: ��� #
, ��� �����°�a�� 
���( &�p �l�l �� 

ZY 

�h.YX �hYX.ZY.mZ 

�hYX.ZY.m� 

Motor vehicles built-up, having a 

seating capacity not exceeding 15, 

including the driver 

\Y 

 �hYX.�Y.mY Motor vehicles built-up, having a 

seating capacity not exceeding 15, 

including the driver 

\Y 

�h.Y\ ���æt 
��<,��,6��� 

67�_� 3�x: ��� �l�l 67�_� �
, 6U�
 
)��3
�� (����Ñ� 67�_� �
��): 

 

  (Z)  ���
�� ��_� ��Ê�/ �Î à���� XY 

  (X) ��b # ��: ���
�� <�� 6È�� ����t ���
�( 
) &�_��: <��� ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à����  

XY 

  (\) ����ç� &�_��: <��� 67�_� 3��x XY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

  (m) ��b # ��: 67�_� 3�x: ) �l�l 67�_� �
, 
6U�
 )��3
�� (����Ñ� 67�_� �
��), 
(�a�Ôè��� ��� ����ç� &�_��: <��� 67�_� 
3��x &:): 

 

  (�) ������� �a�����| Z[YY ���� � #5 m[ 

  (�) ������� �a�����| Z[YZ ���� ��� 
XYYY ���� � #5 (7���`���� &:) 

ZYY 

  (3) ������� �a�����| XYYZ ���� ��� 
Xh[Y ���� � #5 

XYY 

  (8) ������� �a�����| Xh[Z ���� ��� 
mYYY ���� � #5 

\[Y 

  (;) ������� �a�����| mYYY ���� �� é�¢# [YY 

  (<) ������� �a�����| Z�YY ���� � #5 
7���`���� 

m[ 

  (�) ������� �a�����| Z�YZ ��� XYYY 
���� � #5 7���`���� 

]Y 

  ([) �� � (������) 67�_� 3�x:, 67�_�  �
, 
6U�
 )��3
 ) (:� 3�x: �� (<�� 6È�� 
����t ���
�( <��� ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à���� 
&:): 

 

  (�) 67�_� 3�x: (XYYY ���� � #5), �� � 
(������) 

\Y 

  (�) �l�l, �� � (������) ]Y 

�h.Ym  ��b # ��: �a
7 <�� W�(� ����t ���� 6���
 
���-C� 

 

 �hYm.XZ.ZX 

�hYm.\Z.ZX 

������� �a�����| Z[YY ���� � #5 m[ 

 �hYm.XZ.Z\ 

�hYm.\Z.Z\ 

������� �a�����| Z[YZ ���� ��� Xh[Y ���� 

� #5 

]Y 

 �hYm.XZ.Zm 

�hYm.\Z.Zm 

������� �a�����| Xh[Z ���� ��� mYYY ���� 

� #5 

\[Y 

 �hYm.XZ.Z[ 

�hYm.\Z.Z[ 

������� �a�����| mYYY ���� �� é�¢# [YY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

�h.Y] �hY].YY.\Z �� 6È�� ����t ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à������ ���
 � 
6<��� 

XY 

 �hY].YY.\X <�� 6È�� ����t ��_� ��Ê�/�Î à������ ���
 � 
6<��� 

XY 

�h.ZZ �hZZ.ZY.ZZ 

�hZZ.ZY.�Z 

�hZZ.XY.ZZ 

�hZZ.XY.�Z 

<�� 6È�� ����t ��b # ��: 67�_� ������  ]Y 

 �hZZ.ZY.XZ 

�hZZ.ZY.�X 

�hZZ.XY.XZ 

�hZZ.XY.�X 

<�� 6È�� ����t �� � 67�_� ������  m[ 

 �hZZ.ZY.Z� 

�hZZ.ZY.X� 

�hZZ.ZY.�� 

�hZZ.XY.Z� 

�hZZ.XY.X� 

�hZZ.XY.�� 

�� 6È�� ����t 67�_� ������ (��b # ��: �� 
�� �) 

X[Y 

�h.ZX �hZX.YY.YY � ��®� ���-������ ) �l�l ������ (6���V��: 
°����������) 

XY 

�h.Zm �hZm.ZY.XY 67�_� �������� T��� ¿��� 
 

XY 

 �hZm.�X.ZY � ��®� ���-������ ) �l�l �������� <���� 
��7 ) 6��� 

XY 

�Y.Y\ �YY\.ZZ.YY 

�YY\.Z�.YY 
Frames and mountings for spectacles, 

goggles or the like 

ZY 

�Y.Ym ��� 
��<,��,6��� 

Spectacles, goggles and the like, 

corrective protective or other 

ZY 

�\.YX �\YX.YY.�Y ��V���� ) ����� �l�l Z[Y 

�\.Y\  �l�l C�ê��ë  

 �\Y\.ZY.�Y 

�\Y\.XY.�Y 

�\Y\.\Y.�Y 

�\Y\.�Y.�Y 

�l�l ZYY 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

�\.Ym �\Ym.YY.�Y �l�l �ë� }a|� 6g�����
 ��#� C7W��
¯ 
match weapon &: �l�l �ë 

ZYY 

�\.Y[ ���  
��<,��,6��� 

�\.YZ 6!�� �\.Ym 6����¦� ����  ®��� ) 
��Ê���( 

ZY 

�\.Y] ���  
��<,��,6��� 
(�\Y].X�.ZY 

&:) 

6��7�, 6y�
�, _�� #���, 7��
, �7���� ��� 
�7(�:� 63��� ���W (}a|� 6g�����
 6!�� 
C7W��
¯ 6��_ #� 63������W &:) 

ZYY 

�\.Yh �\Yh.YY.�Y ����:, 6����, ���
, �� #� ��� �7(�:� �� 
�l�l 

ZYY 

�m.YZ �mYZ.XY.ZY Seats of a kind used for motorcycle XY 
 �mYZ.\Y.YY Swivel seats with variable height 

adjustment 
m[ 

 �mYZ.]Z.YY 
�mYZ.]�.YY 

Other seats, with wooden frames m[ 

 �mYZ.hZ.YY 
�mYZ.h�.YY 

Other seats with metal frames  m[ 

�m.Y\ ��� 
��<,��,6��� 
(�mY\.XY.ZY, 
�mY\.XY.XY, 
�mY\.XY.\Y,  
�mY\.]Y.ZY, 
�mY\.]Y.XY 

&:) 

C�����^ )  ®��� XY 

�m.Ym �mYm.XZ.YY Mattresses of cellular rubber or plastics, 
whether or not covered 

XY 

�m.Y[ ���  
��<,��,6��� 
(�mY[.mY.ZY, 
�mY[.mY.XY, 
�mY[.mY.\Y, 
�mY[.mY.mZ, 
�mY[.mY.m�, 
�mY[.[Y.ZY, 
�mY[.]Y.YY, 
�mY[.�X.ZY, 
�mY[.��.ZY 

&:) 

Lamps and lighting fittings including 
searchlights and spotlights and parts 
thereof, not elsewhere specified or 
included; illuminated signs, illuminated 
name-plates and the like, having a 
permanently fixed light source, and parts 
thereof not elsewhere specified or 
included. 

m[ 
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���
�7� 
��'�     

(Heading)

��7���b # 

�7��b 6��� 

(H.S. Code) 

���u��� ����b  

(Description of Goods) 

���� 
}���� 
(%) 

(Z) (X) (\) (m) 
�[.Y\ ��� 

��<,��,6��� 
Tricycles, scooters, pedal cars and 

similar wheeled toys; dolls’ carriages; 

dolls; other toys; reduced-size ("scale") 

models and similar recreational models, 

working or not 

XY 

�[.Ym �[Ym.mY.YY Playing cards ZY 

�].Y\ �]Y\.XZ.YY 6�¶�� 6Æ_ Ñ���� ��� $��� �! Ñ�� XY 

�].Z� �]Z�.YY.YY Sanitary towels (pads) and tampons, 

napkins and napkin liners for babies and 

similar articles, of any material. 

m[ 
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�s:� ��� 
���� }� C����� �c 6����u�  

���
�7� 
��'� 

6���� 6��� 6��� �u� ���� 
}� ��� 

(%) 
(Z) (X) (\) (m) 

SYYZ SYYZ.YY 6���_� ) 6��Ù¨��:  

 SYYZ.ZY 6���_�� C���
, ��¡ �� ��
:� ����������  �W 
6���_�� 7W (�:� ��
:� ������ ��� �� �� 6  6��
 
	��
� ‘‘6Å�� 6��’’ �� C���(
 ��� �� 6��� î ��� 
����� ��� (�k��� ���W�
� (l ��� ����)) 

ZY 

 SYYZ.XY 6��Ù��¨: ��¡ �� ��
:� ����������  �W 6��Ù��¨� 7W 
(�:� ��
:� ������ ��� �� �� 6  6��
 	��
� ‘‘6Å�� 
6��’’ �� C���(
 ��� �� 6��� î ��� ����� ��� 
(�k��� ���W�
� (l ��� ����)) 

ZY 

SYZX SYZX.ZY 6_���g�
� 

}ï7�^ 67����� 6g��
� ��7/��7 ��� # &������ 7�·�7 
$Wf 6��� 

 
[ 

 SYZX.XY ��7 ��� # ���������:� 

6�,��� (Mobile/Fixed Wireless) 6_���g��
� 

6?�^ ��7 (Subscriber's Identity Module-SIM) 

��� # �� ��7 (Removable User Identification 

Module-RUIM) ��� # �� �d�� �l 6��
 

Microchip �Ô�� ��� # ������ �!�� ��� 

��no��b��w ����� ��� # &: $���� Code 

Division Multiple Access (CDMA) �� �d�� 
�l 6��
 ��� &���� 

\[ 

SYX\ SYX\.ZY <��ð^ $W� #� (6$?�z�) ñl 

SY\� SY\�.YY ���W�: ��w: ��� ��3 ���
�W
u�� ���ò�� �d��
 
C���(�: 
�� �# !��� 6 , �s�?:� ���ò�� ���
7� �7 #ó<:� 
C)�� ���W�: ��w: ��� ��3 ���
�W
u�� ���ò�� 
�d��
 C���(�
� 6?�^ �� ��	�
 $� �(a ���� 
� 

ZY 

SY\� SY\�.XY ���_���_ <a��
� ���È���_�  X[।”। 
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�Ý7 �·�� 

g���-1 

[-	 
 ���, 2016 �� ���� 15 aqA] 

[Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969) ��  

FIRST SCHEDULE �� ���Q���] 
 

“FIRST SCHEDULE 

[Bangladesh Customs Tariff] 

(see section 18) 
 

(_	�:�� `�a�)” 

[ The Customs Act, 1969 (Act No. IV of 1969), AZtci D³Act ewjqv DwjøwLZ, 
Gi FIRST SCHEDULE G wbgœwjwLZ ms‡kvabx¸wj AšÍfz©³ nB‡e:]  

(1) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 41 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 11.08 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “1108.12.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg 
(5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª  “15%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “25%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(2) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 65 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 23.04 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2304.00.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg 
(5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª  “5%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “10%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(3) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 71 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

25.23, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2523.30.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “-Aluminous cement  

2523.30.10 ---Imported by VAT registered refractory 

materials manufacturing industry 

 

 kg  25%  Free 

2523.30.90 ---Other   kg  25%  Free”| 

(4) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 71 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 25.26, 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2526.20.00” Ges Dnvi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “-Crushed or powdered  

2526.20.10 ---Talc kg  10%  Free 

2526.20.90 ---Other   kg  15%  Free”| 
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(5) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 89 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

29.05, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2905.11.10” Gi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg  (5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “15%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(6) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 89 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 29.05, 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2905.12.00” Ges Dnvi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “---Propan-1-01 (propyl alcohol) and 

propan-2-01(isopropy1 alcohol): 

 

2905.12.10 ---Isopropyl alcohol imported by VAT 

registered ink manufacturing industry 

 

kg  10%  Free 

2905.12.90 ---Other   kg  10%  Free”| 

(7) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 95 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

29.25, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2925.29.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “---Other   

2925.29.10 ---Meltformin HCL kg  10%  Free 

2925.29.90 ---Other   kg  5%  Free”| 

(8) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 95 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 29.26 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2926.90.20” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg  
(5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “15%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(9) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 96 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 29.33 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2933.39.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg  
(5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “5%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “0%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(10) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 99 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

29.41 Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2941.50.10” Gi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg  (5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “15%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(11) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 99 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

29.41 Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2941.90.11” Gi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg  (5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “15%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(12) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 99 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

29.41 Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “2941.90.90” Gi wecix‡Z 
Kjvg  (5) G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “5%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª  “0%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 
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(13) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 113 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

34.02, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “3402.13.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “---Non-ionic   

3402.13.10 ---Organic composite solvent imported by 

Vat registered ink manufacturing industry 

 

kg  10%  Free 

3402.13.90 ---Other   kg  10%  Free”| 

(14) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 113 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

34.04, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code Ò3404.90.00Ó Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v:  

 ÒOther    

3404.90.10     --- Other waxes imported by VAT     

 registered ink manufacturing industry kg 10% Free 

3404.90.90 --- Other kg 10% FreeÓ| 

(15) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 122 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 
38.12, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code Ò3812.30.10Ó Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni ci wb¤œewY©Z H.S.Code 
Ò3812.30.20Ó Ges Dnvi wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v:  

3812.30.20     ---Antioxidising preparation and other 

compound stabilisers imported by VAT 

registered tyre-tube manufacturing  

   

 industry kg 10% FreeÓ| 

 (16) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 122 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

38.16, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code Ò3816.00.00Ó Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 ÒRefractory cements, mortars, concretes 

and similar compositions, other than 

products of Heading 38.01. 

   

3816.00.10      --- Refractory cements kg 5% Free 

3816.00.90      --- Other kg 10% FreeÓ| 
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(17) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 127 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

39.03, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “3903.30.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v:- 

 “-Acrylonitrile-butadiene-styrene (ABS) 

copolymers 

   

3903.30.10 ---Imported by VAT registered LED lamp 

manufacturing industry 

kg 5% Free 

3903.30.90 ---Other kg 5% Free” | 

(18) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 128 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

39.07, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “3907.40.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v:- 

 “-Polycarbonates     

3907.40.10 ---Imported by VAT registered LED lamp 

parts manufacturing industry 

kg 5% Free 

3907.40.90 --Other kg 5% Free” | 

(19) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 128 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 39.07 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “3907.50.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (5) 

G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª Ò5%Ó Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª Ò10%Ó cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(20) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 128 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

39.07, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “3907.99.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v: 

 “--Other    

3907.99.10 ---Imported by VAT registered LED lamp 

manufacturing industry 

kg 5% Free 

3907.99.90 --Other kg 5% Free” | 

(21) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 132 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 39.26 
Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “3926.90.92” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (5) 
G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª “5%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 
(22) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 135 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 40.01 
Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “4001.21.10” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (3) 
G DwjøwLZ “Imported by VAT registered tyre and tube manufactures of a rim size 

exceeding 16″” kã¸wji cwie‡Z© “Imported by VAT registered tyre and tube 

manufactures of a rim size 16″ and above” kã¸wj cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(23) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 137 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 40.13 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “4013.10.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (5)  
G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª “15%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 
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(24) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 219 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 70.19 
Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “7019.90.20” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (5)  
G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “10%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª “5%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 
(25) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 233 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 
72.13, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “7213.91.20” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni ci wb¤œewY©Z H.S. Code 
“7213.91.30” Ges Dnvi wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~n  
mwbœ‡ewkZ nB‡e,  h_v : 

“7213.91.30 ---Wire rod imported by VAT 

registered electric cable clip 

manufacturing industry 

kg 5% Free”| 

(26) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 235 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 
72.26, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “7226.99.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡¤œewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e,  h_v : 

 “--Other    

7226.99.10 --Silicon crystal steel sheet 

(Amorphos) imported by VAT 

registered transformer manufacturing 

industry 

kg 10% Free 

7226.99.90 --Other kg 10% Free”| 

(27) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 244 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 
74.11, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S. Code “7411.10.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4), (5) I (6) †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v : 

 “---Of refined copper    

7411.10.10 ---Imported by VAT registered 

compressor manufacturing industry 

kg 15% Free 

7411.10.90 ---Other kg 15% Free”| 

(28) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 250 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

76.01, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “7601.20.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4) (5) I (6)  †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z 
Gw›Uªmg~n cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v : 

 “-Aluminium alloys    

7601.20.10 ---Imported by VAT registered LED lamp 

manufacturing industry 

kg 5% Free 

7601.20.90 ---Other kg 5% Free”| 
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(29) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 251 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

76.06, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “7606.92.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4) (5) I (6)  †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v : 

 “---Of aluminium alloys    

7606.92.10 ---Imported by VAT registered LED lamp 

manufacturing industry 

kg 10% Free 

7606.92.90 ---Other kg 10% Free”| 

(30) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 293 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 85.17 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “8517.62.50” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (3) 

G DwjøwLZ “(securicy  hardware)” eÜbx I kã¸wji cwie‡Z©  “(security 

hardware)” eÜbx I kã¸wj cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e|   

(31) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 297 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 

85.36, Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “8536.90.00” Ges Dnvi 
wecix‡Z Kjvg (3), (4) (5) I (6)  †Z DwjøwLZ Gw›Uªmg~‡ni cwie‡Z© wb‡gœewY©Z Gw›Uªmg~n 
cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e, h_v : 

 “---Other apparatus    

8536.90.10 ---Connector; Terminal; Electrical apparatus 

Imported by VAT registered compressor 

manufacturing industry 

 

 

kg 

 

 

25% 

 

 

Free 

8536.90.90 ---Other kg 25% Free”| 

(32) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 315 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 90.01 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2) †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “9001.10.10” Gi  wecix‡Z Kjvg (3) 

G DwjøwLZ  “Color optical fibres imported by VAT registered optical fibre 

cable manufacturing industry” kã¸wji cwie‡Z© “Optical fibres and Color 

optical fibres imported by VAT registered optical fibre cable manufacturing 

industry” kã¸wj cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e| 

(33) FIRST SCHEDULE Gi 318 bs c„ôvi Kjvg (1) G DwjøwLZ Heading 90.18 

Gi AvIZvfz³ Kjvg (2)  †Z ewY©Z H.S.Code “9018.32.00” Gi wecix‡Z Kjvg (5) 

G DwjøwLZ Gw›Uª “5%” Gi cwie‡Z© Gw›Uª “10%” cÖwZ ’̄vwcZ nB‡e|   
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�]���-2 

�	% -�� 

(-	 
 ���, 7809 �� ���� 66 aqA)  

 Z i���, XYZ] ����� C�� �� �k���� (l C����� ��� 

�d�ÒW-� 

Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �� section 

2(46) � ��ô��� &��3�b� (person) 7�·  ����W� 6?�^ �d�ÒW-� $� �(a ���� 
� 6�� 
��� $�a� &��-��W�� (��
���: ������W�:��), ��õ 6 »! ������, ���:W��: g�7 #, 
&��-��8 ) C��
� s��� Üt ¯�^7 &���� �l�l ��W��� 6?�^ 67�_ C��� ��� 

C����� ��� �
��� ����,  !�: 

 
67�_ C� ��� 

(�)  $!7   X,[Y,YYY/- _��� � #5 67�_ C��� ��� -- ñl 

(�)  ���� m,YY,YYY/- _��� � #5 67�_ C��� ��� -- ZY% 

(3)  ���� [,YY,YYY/- _��� � #5 67�_ C��� ��� -- Z[% 

(8)  ���� ],YY,YYY/- _��� � #5 67�_ C��� ��� -- XY% 

(;) ���� \Y,YY,YYY/- _��� � #5 67�_ C��� ���-- X[% 

(<)  ����t 67�_ C��� ��� --   \Y%  : 

     �� �# !��� 6 , 

(�) 7���� ��W�� ��� ][ �k�� �� Á¢# ����� ��W��� ��«� C��� �:7� ���� 
\,YY,YYY/- _���;  

(�) $��9: &�� ��W��� ��«� C��� �:7� ���� \,h[,YYY/- _���;  

(3) 63�(_¦�  ��� «��� ��� ��W��� ��«� C��� �:7� ���� m,X[,YYY/- 
_���; 

(8) 6��
 $��9: &��� ���7�� �� C�
�d3 ��VV����� (l ��«� �:7� 
X[,YYY/- _��� 6��: ����; $��9: &��� ��� ) 7�� �V��� ��W�� ���� 6  
6��
 ��(
 �� ~��	� 6V�3 �����
; ��� 

(;) �a
7 ���� ���7�b 6��
 V���� �
���� ��b # ����� �7 ���� 
� 
 

������ ����b �a
7 ���� ��� (_���) 
ö��� �f� ) W�?b ��| ��� #����
 ��� <÷y�7 
��| ��� #����
 ������ ���% ��W�� 

[,YYY/- 

�l�l ��| ��� #����
 ������ ���% ��W�� m,YYY/- 
��| ��� #����
 &: �l�l ������ ���% 
��W�� 

\,YYY/-: 
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C�) �# !��� 6 , 6��
 ��W��  �W ¬w �� ����� (less developed area) �� 

���<�� �7 �� ������ (least developed area) ���% 6��
 ø� �� �|� ���w� 
7���� �
 ��� �� �|� ���w� �&��W �k��W�
 �
����( !���
, ��� ���� ��
 �� ø� 

�� �|� ��w ��� �ù´ C��� ��� �
���b # ���� C��� 6��� ��V �����
,  !� : 

 

 ����b 6����� ��� 

(�) 6 �?�^ ���æt �k���� �k��W�
� 
���7�b �� #�� �k���� �k��W�
� 
���7��b� @�
�� Z[% �� ��	�, ��e 
X[% �� ��	� 
�� 

6���?�^ �� C��� ��� $�W� 
C����� [%; 

   
(C) 6 �?�^ ���æt �k���� �k��W�
� 

���7�b �� #�� �k���� �k��W�
� 
���7��b� @�
�� X[% �� ��	� �� 

6���?�^ �� C��� ��� $�W� 
C����� ZY%। 

 

A�k�।�� -r�z�l 

(1) ���b� A�O (person with disability) ���� $��9: &��� ��	��� ) ~�?� 
C�
, XYZ\ (XYZ\ ��
� \� 
� C�
) �� \Z 	��� 67����� $��9: ������ 
�
��9 &���� qr����; 
 

(2) ‘‘���<�� �7 �� ����� (least developed area)’’ �� ‘‘¬w �� ����� (less 

developed area)’’ �! # Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. 

XXXVI of 1984) �� section 45 �� sub-section (2A) �� clauses (b) 

��� (c) �� ��	�
 �d���� 6��� # ��#� �
�W #t¯ ���<�� �7 �� ����� (least 

developed area) �� ¬w �� ����� (less developed area)। 
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�d�ÒW-� 

 

6��B�
:, %�
:� ��#�? ��� 6� ��� ��W��  ����W� 6?�^ Income-tax 

Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �d ��: ��� #�ð ���� (at the 

maximum rate) C��� C����� �� 

 
(Z) ‘‘6  6��B�
:� 6��(ú:¯ ��g� ������W�� ���% 6�� 6��B�
: ��� �û ���V��� 

C� &����� �l’’ �� # $��� C��� ��� 

    
 (�) Wg� (�), (3), (8) ) (;) 6 ��b # 

6��B�
:�u��� 6?^ &: 

 

 (�) ���� $�a�| 6��B�
:� 6?�^  ��� 

publicly traded company  
 

�� C��� X[% : 
 

�� �# !��� 6 ,  �W ���� 

6��B�
:  ��� publicly traded 

company 
��, ���� �������	 

u�	�
� �a
7 XY% 6���� Initial 

Public Offerings (IPO) �� 
7�·�7 �Ù�5� ���, ��� ���� 
���� 6��B�
: �� �Ù�5� ���æt 
�k��� $� �(a C����� ��� ZY% 
���� C��� 6��� ��V �����; 

 

 (C) ���� $�a�| 6��B�
:� 6?�^ 

 ��� publicly traded company 

��, ��� %�
:� ��#�?�� 
Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 

(Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) 

�� section 2 �� clause (20) �� 
sub-clauses (a), (b), (bb), 

(bbb) ) (c) �� C)�	:
 �l�l 

6��B�
:� 6?�^ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
�� C��� \[%: 
 

(D) 
 

&���, �:7�, C�! #� $���
�u� (7��< #¶ 
&��� &:): 

(�) ���� $�a�| 6��B�
:� 6?�^ 

 ��� publicly traded 

company 

 
 
 
�� C��� mY%; 
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 (C)  ���� $�a�| 6��B�
:�    
       6?�^  ��� publicly    

        traded company 
��: 

�� �# !��� 6 , ����� ��#� 
XYZ\ ���� �d�7��W &���, �:7� ) 
C�! #� $����
� ���� ��� ���� 
mY% । 

 

 

�� C��� mX.[%; 
 

(3) 7��< #¶ &��� �� 6?�^  �� C��� \h.[%; 
(8) ��3���_, ���x, (W #�, +��� ��� $��� 

�7��(� �� $¥f���� 6��B�
:� 
6?�^ 

 
�� C��� m[%; 

(;) 67����� 6g�
 �����_� 6��B�
:� 6?�^  �� C��� m[%: 

 �� �# !��� 6 , 67����� 6g�
 
�����_� 6��B�
:  �W ���� 
�������	 u�	�
� �a
7 ZY% 
6����,  ���� 7�· Pre Initial 
Public Offering Placement [% 
�� 6��: !���� ������ 
�, U� 
�Ê�<��� 7�·�7 �Ù�5� ��� 
Publicly traded company 6 
���5�� �� 6�� 6?�^ �� ��� ���� 
mY%: 

  C�) �# !��� 6 ,  �W ���� 
6��B�
: ���� �������	 u�	�
� 
�a
7 XY% 6���� Initial Public 
Offerings (IPO) �� 7�·�7 �Ù�5� 
���, ��� ���� ���� 6��B�
: �� 
�Ù�5� ���æt �k��� $� �(a 
C����� ��� ZY% ���� C��� 
6��� ��V �����; 

(X) 6��B�
: C�
, Z��m (Z��m ��
� Z� 
� 
C�
) �� �	:�
 ������W�� �
��9 6��
 
6��B�
: �!�� C�
 �d ��: 3Ï 
�����	�� 6��
 $���
 ��� Zm C3U, 
Z�mh �� ��� �~a¯, $�ü ) 
�������	 ± ý�(� ���� 68��� ) 
�������	 ���V��� C��� ��� �� 
������W�� �
��9 
� ���� ���W�: 
6��B�
:� «
�g� $a����
  ��� 
Income-tax Ordinance, 1984 
(Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �� 
section 2 �� clause (26) �� sub-
clause (dd) �d���� �Va��� ������ 
3�, ���� ��� $� �(a �� 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
�� C��� XY%; 
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(\) 6��B�
: 
��, ������W�� ��
���: (��
���: 
������W�: &:) ���� &�� 6©�b¦� ��W��� 

6?�^ C��� ��� $� �(a �� 
 

 

 
�� C��� \Y%; 

(4) 6��B�
: 
��, ��3���_, ���x, (W #�, +��� ��� 
$��� �7��(� �� $¥f���� ���� ��W��� 
�� &���� ��� ��(# C��� ��� $� �(a 

�� 

 
 
�� C��� 45%; 

(5) �%�� ��%�� ���, 7880 -r���� ���b� 

�%�� ��%��� �2�p ����  �� ����(h �� 

  
�� C��� Z[%। 

 

&�'�।�� �d�Ò�W “publicly traded company” ���� ���� 6��
 
������ ���7�_� 6��B�
:�� qr����  ��� 6��B�
: C�
, Z��m (Z��m ��
� Z� 
� C�
) 
�d���� ������W�� �
��9 ��� 6  C� �k���� C��� �
	 #��b ��� ���� 6�� C� �k�� 
�7��-� ��� # �� 6��B�
:|� 6���� U� �Ê�<�� �����¦� ������। 
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 ���, 7809 �� ���� 67 aqA)  
  

���<��(#� ��� 
 

  �W 6��
 &��-��W�� (assessee being individual)  ���� Income-tax 

Ordinance, 1984 (Ord. No. XXXVI of 1984) �� section 80 �d ��: ����BW, 

W�� ) ���<� ����b: (statement of assets, liabilities and expenses) 6 $W�� # 
:_ 

����B�W� uv7�
 (total net worth) �
��� ��, 6���� &�� ��W��� 6?�^ C��� 

$� �(a ���� C��� ��� $� �(a C����� ��� �
��� ���� ���<�(# $�W� ����,  !�: 

 

:_ ����B�W� uv7�
 ���<��(#� ��� 

 
(�)  �� 6��| þ�<� �? _��� � #5- ñl 

(�)  �� 6��| þ�<� �? _���� ��	� ��e �¨< 6��| _���� ��	� 
�- ZY% 

(3)  �¨< 6��| _���� ��	� ��e W� 6��| _���� ��	� 
�- Z[% 

(8)  W� 6��| _���� ��	� ��e ��
� 6��| _���� ��	� 
�- 
(;)  ��
� 6��| _���� ��	� ��e ��� 6��| _���� ��	� 
�- 

XY% 

X[% 

(<)  ��� 6��| _���� ��	� 6  6��
 ����� ���-   \Y% : 

�� �# !��� 6 , 
:_ ����B�W� uv7�
 �� 6��| þ�<� �? 
_��� ��`7 ����� �a
7 ���<��(#� ���7�b 6��
 V���� 
\,YYY/- _���� �7 ���� 
�। 
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 Provisional Collection of Taxes Act, 1931 (Act No. XVI of 1931), 
-�W��  O Act ����  �H�D�, �� section 3 �� �l� 2%���� ����� �� AvB‡bi aviv 
7, ?, |, u, 9, �, �, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 ' �4  ���� �:M�� ������� �����2, 
(�y��	 
, -���> ��� 
�� ��� �%�&�� ' ����(��� %�% 
 ������ ����। 

 

 7। �� ������� ������2��  O Act �� section 4(1) �� ���� -r���� �� 
AvB‡bi ����� aviv 7, ?, |, u, 9, �, �, 9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15 ' 74 �� ������� 
-���> ��� 
�� ���। �� ����� aviv 68, 69, �0, �1, 72 ' �3 �� ������� �j�%� 1 
C���, 2016 ����D ���� ��� 
�� ���। 

 W. †gvt Ave`yi ie nvIjv`vi 
 wmwbqi mwPe| 
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